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By MATT SUTHERLAND
The Breeze
With the  midterm elections just 
about a month away, President Barack 
Obama asks college-aged voters to con-
tinue to vote this November. 
In a teleconference call with college 
journalists on Monday, Obama stressed 
that this year will determine the course 
of his remaining two years as president.
“What I want to do is just to go speak 
to young people directly and remind 
them of what I said during the cam-
paign, which was change is always hard 
in this country,” Obama said. “It doesn’t 
happen overnight. You take two steps 
forward, you take one step back.  is is 
a big, complicated democracy.”
 is year, the United States Senate 
has  open seats, while all of the  
seats in the House of Representatives 
are up for re-election. While neither 
Senators Mark Warner or Jim Webb of 
Virginia are running in this year’s elec-
tion, some states that JMU pulls many 
students from, including West Virginia, 
Maryland and Pennsylvania, have con-
tested Senate elections.
Obama said that the importance of 
the college-aged vote has increased 
since . Exit polls taken for the  
presidential election by CNN and  e 
New York Times showed that . 
million votes were from the -to-
-year-old demographic, an increase 
of . million votes from the  elec-
tion in the same demographic.
Some Democrats, including Obama, 
are worried that students will not show 
up to the polls because this year’s elec-
tion is not as “exciting,” as when he was 
credited with energizing the youth vote.
“And the point is, though, you can’t 
sit it out,” Obama said. “You can’t sud-
denly just check in once every  years 
or so, on an exciting presidential elec-
tion, and then not pay attention during 
big midterm elections where we’ve got a 
real big choice between Democrats and 
Republicans.”
Jackie Falzarano, a freshman health 
sciences major, will have a represen-
tative’s seat to vote for this November 
in her home state of New Jersey. Like 
some JMU students, however, Falzarano 
wasn’t fully aware of the magnitude of 
this year’s election.
“I wasn’t really planning on voting, 
but I might in the next [presidential] 
election,” Falzarano said. “I know my 
parents always tell me how important 
it is to be involved, so it de nitely con-
tributes to why I would vote.”
The conference call came the 
day before Obama was spoke at the 
see OBAMA, page 5
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Ben Louis, a kinesiology major, 
came to JMU from Australia to play 
basketball. 
“When I came here everyone wanted 
to be number one,” he said. “In Austra-
lia, you put your mate ahead of you and 
you are just relaxed.” 
Louis was one of four students who 
spoke Tuesday afternoon about their 
experiences studying and living in 
Australia and New Zealand. “Oceania 
Through Our Eyes: A Student Panel” 
was part of International Week. 
International Week, which is spon-
sored by the Office of International 
Programs, is an annual event that cel-
ebrates international cultural diversity. 
Various events occur throughout the 
week, to give students the opportunity 
to learn more about the speci c theme 
of the week. 
 e students talked about food, reli-
gion and most importantly, the cultural 
di erences they experienced. 
Louis also pointed out the laid-back 
atmosphere in the way Australian’s 
speak to one another. “Everyone says 
‘Good day’ or ‘Good day, love’ to each 
other,” he explained. 
The students also discussed the 
differing school environments they 
experienced in the region. 
For Anna Fisher, a graduate student 
who studied in Australia, the courses 
there were much more di  cult. 
“Here, I am a B student, there, that 
was di  cult for me,” she said. 
Australia colleges don’t have sports 
teams, Louis said. Students spend just 
two to three years at a university and 
the environment is very academically 
focused. 
Ginny Wescott, a senior communi-
cation studies major, found the same 
to be true during her semester in New 
Zealand. 
“Because there aren’t sports on cam-
pus, there is a lack of school spirit,” she 
said. “So many of my memories are 
see OCEANIA, page 4
By KALEIGH SOMERS
The Breeze
Working at JMU Dining Services is like working for 
Disney: employees put on a show, making sure every 
student is satis ed. 
JMU’s dining services team and Disney World 
have more than one thing in common. In fact, they 
have three: Jay DeGioia, Elizabeth Forslund and Juli 
Forsythe. 
All three worked at Disney World before coming to 
JMU. 
DeGioia works as an operations director for east 
campus locations, Forslund as assistant pastry chef 
at E-Hall and Forsythe as a manager at Mrs. Green’s. 
For them, Disney and JMU are similar not just 
because both offer housing for guests, a variety of 
ethnic cuisine and an endless supply of entertain-
ing events, but because they promote a certain set of 
values. 
“ e thing that correlates so closely is that we’re all 
empowered to do the right thing,” DeGioia said. “You 
push pro ts and all those things aside and you just 
take care of the guest. And if you do that, everything 
else falls into place.”
According to DeGioia, Disney and JMU both put a 
lot of e ort and pride into making their patrons feel 
welcome.
“ eir model is to make every guest feel special and 
create a magical experience,” DeGioia said. “On the 
Dining Services team, we’re focused on the kids too … 
trying to make their day a little more special knowing 
how much they’re going through.”  
It’s been more than  years since DeGioia worked 
for Disney World as a chef at MGM Studios. During 
his four years there, he eventually worked his way to a 
front of the house chef.
“When the JMU opportunity came up, it was really 
neat to see how the cultures were very similar, the phi-
losophy and how we treat our guests and how we work 
together,” DeGioia said. 
Even though Disney had , single on-site 
employees, DeGioia felt like part of a large family. 
After working at MGM Studios, DeGioia went on to 
work at the Boardwalk Convention Center in Panama 
City Beach, Fla., as a catering manager for about a year. 
He also managed several Italian restaurants before 
coming to JMU. 
DeGioa thinks JMU is “a very large campus, but you 
know everybody, and you feel part of it and you feel 
welcome.”  
Forslund always loved baking because her mom 
catered parties and events when she was younger. 
She started out as a culinary intern at the Polynesian 
Resort before working in the bakeshop at the Grand 
Floridian Resort. 
She attended Le Cordon Bleu College of Culinary 
Arts in Scottsdale, Ariz., before starting at Disney 
World. Once she transferred to the Grand Floridian 
Resort, she was in charge of desserts for one restau-
rant before eventually being promoted to doing their 
wedding cakes. 
As Forslund puts it, it was “a gradual progression, 
kind of gaining more responsibility as you go.”  
Forslund feels like she’s always on stage, constantly 
getting feedback from students. 
“I like being able to interact with the students,” 
see DISNEY, page 4
a little bit of magic
Employees say JMU and Disney off er similar experiences. 
Dining Services employees (from left) Elizabeth Forslund, Jay DeGioia and Juli Forsythe have all worked at 
Disney World before coming to JMU.
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LIBRA 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
You may fi nd that 
those around you 
are hiding their true feelings 
behind manners and polite 
language. You must probe deeply 
at this time.
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
You can put the 
tiniest pieces of 
a puzzle together with relative 
ease, and the picture you reveal 
will tell you much about yourself.
SAGITTARIUS 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You will have to 
compare your 
experiences with the experiences 
of others in order to come up with 
the truth of a certain situation.
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
If at fi rst you don’t 
succeed, you will 
not want to try the same thing 
again. Rather, you’ll want to 
attempt something as yet untried.
AQUARIUS
 (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You may feel as 
though a certain 
situation is not as safe as it might 
be, and your protective instincts 
will surely shift into high gear.
PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20) 
You’ve given 
yourself a certain 
amount of time to accomplish a 
set of tasks, but you should be 
able to work even faster.
ARIES 
(March 21-April 19) 
The difference 
between routine 
and ritual will be quite signifi cant 
to you throughout the day. Certain 
things are not to be shared.
TAURUS 
(April 20-May 20)
You can benefi t 
from another’s 
mistakes, but you’ll want to share 
the spoils with the person that 
provided this advantage.
GEMINI 
(May 21-June 20) 
You can do 
something good 
for yourself while stepping up and 
doing something good for another. 
CANCER
(June 21-July 22) 
You may have to 
endure a good deal 
of mental and physical stress if 
you continue down your current 
path. Pack accordingly.
LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
You’re looking for 
straightforward 
signs and signals, but what is 
likely to come to you is couched in 
symbolism. Be ready.
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
You can take 
advantage of 
several bargains at this time. 
Don’t be covetous of what another 
acquires, however.
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Born today, you know how to bend the 
rules without breaking them, and you 
always maximize your own rewards in any 
given situation. Some may criticize this 
ability, but the truth is that you never 
cross the line and you will always uphold 
the spirit, if not the letter, of the law. 
You cherish your freedom, and always 
strive to do things in a way that lets your 
personality shine.
Comment on our TWITTER, FACEBOOK
and WEBSITE and have your comment featured in 
our print edition every Monday and Thursday. 
NATION&WORLD
SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CUISINE
563 University Blvd. Suite 110 
         Harrisonburg VA
540-801-8989
riental
afe
Harrisonburg’s Newest 
General Manager Lawrence Liang brings more 
than 35 years experience from the D.C. & 
Maryland Metropolitan Area!
“We will customize your meal”
“We cook to your taste”
50% 
OFF
Buy One Dinner, 
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer 
Expires 10/31/2010“Each dish is an Asian taste treat.” 
- e News Leader, Staunton, Va
540-801-8989
 www.OrientalCafeOnline.com
& Finest Restaurant
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Larceny
 On Thursday, a student 
reported theft of a 
JACard from a Festival 
dining area.
 On Friday, an employee 
reported theft of a Dell 
laptop, valued at $1,665,  
in the Leeolou Alumni 
Center.
 On Sunday, a student 
reported theft of a cell 
phone, valued at $50, in 
Weaver Hall.  
Alcohol and Drugs 
 On Thursday, a student 
received an underaged 
possession charge on 
Lois Lane.
 On Friday, three students 
received possession 
of marijuana and drug 
violations in C4 Lot.
 On Friday, a student 
received a drunk in 
public charge in Wilson 
Hall. 
 On Saturday, a student 
received an underaged 
consumption charge in 
Potomac Hall.
 On Saturday, a student 
received a drunk in 
public charge in the 
Showker Hall area.
 On Saturday, a student 
received a drunk in 
public and underaged 
consumption charge in 
P Lot.
 On Saturday, a student 
received a drunk in 
public and an underaged 
possession charge on 
Devon Lane.
 On Sunday, a student 
received an underaged 
consumption charge in 
Hoffman Hall. 
POLICE LOG
Drivers texting 
despite laws
WASHINGTON  —It’s been 
almost  years since the  rst 
speeding law took e ect, yet peo-
ple speed all the time, and even 
strict enforcement has limited 
impact.
Text messaging has been 
around for about a dozen years, 
with public surveys showing 
overwhelming agreement that 
it’s a dangerous distraction while 
driving. And laws against it have 
had little e ect, according to a 
new study issued Tuesday.
The report by the Highway 
Loss Data Institute, an insur-
ance industry-funded research 
group, compared crash rates in 
four states that prohibit texting 
with those in states where it is 
allowed. It found no reduction in 
states where it is banned.
“ e point of texting bans is 
to reduce crashes, and by this 
essential measure the laws are 
ineffective,” said Adrian Lund, 
president of the research group 
and of the affiliated Insurance 
Institute for Highway Safety.
An estimated , people 
were killed or injured last year in 
distracted-driving accidents.
Lund says that while state leg-
islatures are increasing speed 
limits to  mph, safety e orts 
have been “sidetracked” by a 
focus on reports of unintended 
acceleration and distracted 
driving.
Segway CEO’s 
death a lesson
WASHINGTON — Segway 
Inc. may face fresh challenges 
trying to broaden the appeal of 
its transporter after the com-
pany’s owner died driving the 
vehicle o  a cli .
Jimi Heselden, the British 
millionaire who owned the 
company, accidentally drove 
a Segway off a precipice and 
into a river, according to police 
in West Yorkshire, England, 
where he had his estate. He was 
pronounced dead at the scene, 
and the two-wheeled vehicle 
was recovered from the water.
 e Segway, hailed as a rev-
olutionary invention when it 
debuted nine years ago, has 
struggled to expand beyond 
its status as a niche product. 
 ough some law enforcement 
and sightseeing groups have 
embraced the vehicle, a $,-
plus price tag has prevented it 
from catching on with con-
sumers. Product recalls and 
restrictions by cities such as 
New York also have hampered 
the Segway’s sales.
While the accident may 
have had nothing to do with 
the Segway’s design, the com-
pany could use it to highlight 
safety precautions, said Glenn 
Bunting, managing director 
of public- relations  rm Sitrick 
and Co.
“They have to use it as 
teachable moment for their 
customers,” Bunting said.
uadtalk
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Harrisonburg
“Thanks Jimmy” shirts to 
be available on commons
The “Thanks Jimmy” Constitution 
Day T-shirts will be available on 
the commons Thursday at 1 p.m., 
according to Andy Perrine, vice 
president for communication and 
marketing. Perrine said 125 shirts will 
be available on a first-come, first-serve 
basis.  
Flash flood warning issued 
for Rockingham County
The Virginia Department of Motor 
Vehicles has warned motorists to use 
caution through Thursday morning, 
as heavy rains are expected overnight. 
According to WHSV, a flash flood 
watch has been issued for Rockingham 
County through Thursday evening as 
some areas are expected receive up to 
6 inches of rain.  
Block party to occur 
downtown this weekend
On Friday, the Harrisonburg 
Renaissance will host a downtown 
Block Party in the ’Burg. The event, 
beginning at 4 p.m. Friday in Court 
Square, will include a Battle of 
the Bands, a skateboarding demo, 
performances by JMU a capella groups 
and a show by Spaghettifest headliners 
Midnight Spaghetti & The Chocolate 
G-Strings.  
austin, tExas
Student takes own 
life in University of 
Texas shooting
A sophomore math major at the 
University of Texas fatally shot 
himself Tuesday in an attempted 
school shooting, The New York Times 
reported. Colton Tooley, 19, wore a ski 
mask and began shooting an AK-47 
in front of the UT Tower at about 8:10 
a.m. He then fled to the library, two 
blocks away and killed himself just 
before 9 a.m.
by Jordan Krug
contributing writer
The Student Government Association 
passed two funding bills Tuesday night, 
both with a unanimous vote. 
The first provides Psychology Peer 
Advising with $398.82 for 17 T-shirts and 
a banner for its upcoming event Cam-
pus Camp. The event, which was held 
last year for 20 children, is a free day of 
activities for kids aged 5 to 12, who are 
grieving from the loss of a family mem-
ber. The kids participate in crafts, story 
telling, free lunch and receive a thera-
peutic goodie bag filled with a stress ball 
and journal. 
“It’s something bright and happy 
for kids who’ve been through a lot,” 
said Julia Coelho, a senior psychology 
major and the secretary for Psychology 
Peer Advising.  
Coelho said the group has many other 
events planned as well, including Day 
with the Dukes, Habitat for Humanity, 
Relay for Life, Fast for Food and Food 
Fight Against Hunger, which last year 
collected 629 pounds of non-perishable 
food. The food was donated to both Blue 
Ridge Area Food Bank and Mercy Corps 
International.
Psychology Peer Advising “is taking 
initiative to go beyond the JMU com-
munity,” said senior Ryan Philbrick, an 
SGA senator.
The second bill granted $1,180 in 
funding for four executive board mem-
bers of Public Relations Student Society 
of America to attend the 2010 Nation-
al Conference. PRSSA works to help 
enhance members’ knowledge in public 
relations and provide access to profes-
sional developing agencies.
“PRSSA gives networking and 
career experience not available in the 
classroom,” said Katie Cole, a senior 
business management major and the 
SGA contingency liaison.
Sponsored events at the conference 
include resume workshops, agency 
visits, guest speakers and student rec-
ognition banquets. 
PRSSA “provides a great network 
system for students to various PR agen-
cies … any knowledge we gain can be 
shared with JMU students,” said PRSSA 
co-president Nikki Parrotte, a senior 
communication studies and English 
double major. 
Additionally, SGA tabled their house 
rules bill and sent it back to committee 
to finalize the attendance police.
The house rules are the internal 
policies SGA members agree to abide 
by and are passed at the beginning of 
every year. 
Caitlin Natale, speaker of the senate, 
expects the house rules to pass Tuesday.
contact Jordan Krug at 
krugje@dukes.jmu.edu.
by daniEllE stricKlEr
The Breeze
Terry Hoover, a junior international affairs 
major, immersed himself more in the Kenyan 
culture in five weeks over the summer than dur-
ing the four years he lived there in high school 
with his family.
Six JMU ROTC cadets, including Hoover, 
absorbed the Kenyan traditions and cultures 
during a five-week course over the summer as 
a part of the program GO-Nenda to become 
global officers in the Army. 
“Living there is one thing, but actually 
learning the culture is another,” Hoover said. 
“I didn’t see Kenya as an outsider’s perspec-
tive. When I went back, I was someone trying 
to learn important information.”
Hoover believes the trip helped him have 
better insight for his major and also as a mili-
tary officer.
Students lived with families in Mosai, where 
they participated in a goat slaughter. After their 
stay for three weeks with the families, the stu-
dents traveled to southeastern Kenya to stay 
with a homestead family for three days. 
The cadets had to eat goat intestines and 
drink the blood, which is a tradition in the 
families.
Students went to class and learned Swahili 
and about the culture, religion, farming and 
education. The only time they were able to see 
each other was when they were in school or 
groups. The rest of the time the students stayed 
with their selected families in the village.
“I was able to see what it was like to be a 
young woman in this culture,” Mende Jo Wen-
tzel, a senior kinesiology major and cadet, said. 
“In the cities I could wear pants, but in the vil-
lages I had to wear a skirt, even when running.”
see rotc, page 5
Cadets travel the world 
businEss
by lani furbanK
contributing writer
JMU is marketing its various inno-
vations to entrepreneurs around the 
country for profit.
The university is working with 
InnovateTech Ventures, an organiza-
tion that works to pair entrepreneurs 
with colleges in order to market new 
technology and research.
Mary Lou Bourne, the director of 
the Technology Transfer department 
at JMU, works to license technolo-
gy — ranging from biotechnology to 
assessment programs — to outside 
companies through James Madison 
Innovations, Inc.
“JMI can license innovations that 
companies are interested in taking to 
market,” Bourne said. “JMU, the uni-
versity, can’t commercialize [because 
it] doesn’t have a mechanism to be 
able to do that.” 
JMU receives royalties from the 
companies’ profits, and these funds 
are funneled back into the respective 
departments to further their research 
efforts.
Donna Sundre, the executive direc-
tor for the Center for Assessment and 
Research Studies, worked with both 
Tech Transfer and InnovateTech Ven-
tures to find a partner to market and 
sell their assessments.
The assessment programs CARS 
developed began to spread rapidly to 
other universities, and InnovateTech 
Ventures, in collaboration with Tech 
Transfer, paired the department with 
Richelle and Loren Burnett, who 
formed a company called Madison 
Assessment. 
“ We  a r e  s o  p r o u d  o f  t h i s 
p a r t n e r s h i p ,  b e c a u s e  o u r 
C A R S  f a c u l t y  m e m b e r s  c a n 
see VEnturE, page 5
JMU ventures into the commercial world
military
JMU’s ROTC program earns grant for cadets to study African language and culture in Kenya
Chase RisCassi, a sophomore nursing major and cadet in the army ROTC, puts pressure to the chest of Matt Pisano, a sophomore cadet, to practice 
providing first aid treatment for a gunshot victim. 
BraNdoN PayNe / the Breeze
Two campus organizations to receive funds
sga
 mEEt tHE sEnator
stephanie dinan
sophomore
justice studies and 
English major
at-large senator
Why did you decide to get 
involved with sga?  This is 
actually my first year on SGA. In 
my justice studies class, a lot of 
what we talked about was issues 
students had or things they 
wanted to see changed, so that 
me made me want to join.
What is your favorite thing 
you have accomplished 
through sga? Again, I just 
joined, but I know we provided 
funding to get [the band] Sam 
Adams to come here. I think that 
will be fun and a great fundraiser 
for [ATO].
if up to you, what changes 
would you make at Jmu? I 
like it when people on bikes stay 
to one side of the sidewalk. Don’t 
zig-zag around people walking.
What are you looking 
forward to most this school 
year? I’m really looking forward 
to the different concerts we have 
lined up!
Julia Coelho, a senior psychology major and the secretary for Psychology Peer 
Advising, presents her organization’s request for $399 to SGA. 
daN GoriN / the Breeze
Two men are facing charges after 
assaulting another man on the 1400 
block of Devon Lane on Saturday night. 
According to Mary-Hope Vass, 
Harrisonburg Police Department 
spokeswoman, the victim was walking 
down the street at approximately 4:22 
a.m. when he was confronted by Tyler 
and Daniel Childress, ages 19 and 22, of 
Raleigh, N.C. 
The Childresses attempted to attack 
the victim and he fled to his home, 
where he was followed inside and they 
attempted to attack him again, Vass said. 
According to Vass, the two were 
charged with breaking and entering 
with intent to commit a felony, felo-
nious assault and public swearing or 
intoxication. 
— staff report
Man assaulted 
on Devon Lane 
Saturday
CommuNity disCusses reCeNt shootiNGs on page 4
4  Thursday, September 30, 2010 breezejmu.org news
Rallying around the community
Police and community members in northeast Harrisonburg meet Monday for a second time to discuss 
potential ways to handle crime in the area. Several shootings, including one that killed a mother of 
three on Sept. 16, have been the tipping point that brought the community together.
from front
Forslund said. “There’s bar-
stools right at my counter. I can 
sit and chat with them. What 
did you like? What didn’t you 
like?”  
Forslund, who is from the 
Hampton Roads area in Virgin-
ia, came to JMU after searching 
for jobs and seeing an opening 
in Dining Services. 
“After four years in Florida, 
I was just ready to move clos-
er to home, closer to family,” 
Forslund said.
Forslund feels at home at 
JMU, not just because her fam-
ily is from the area, but also 
because some of her friends 
graduated from the university. 
She said she felt familiar with 
the campus before applying for 
the position at E-Hall.
As an undergraduate, she 
attended the University of 
Central Florida where she 
auditioned for her position as 
a character at Disney World. 
Forsythe worked as a “global” 
employee, entertaining guests 
with parades and shows along-
side all the Disney characters. 
She got married two years 
ago in the Festival Ballroom, 
started working at a local coffee 
shop in Harrisonburg and then 
transferred to the Starbucks in 
Carrier Library as a manager 
when the new location opened 
on campus last fall. When 
Mrs. Green’s expanded hours 
to include serving dinner this 
year, Forsythe transferred over 
to manage the new shift. 
In the month or so since 
starting her job at Mrs. Green’s, 
Forsythe’s favorite part has 
been seeing the students’ 
reactions when their needs 
are met. 
“They see that we heard 
they liked sugar cookies, and 
we have more sugar cook-
ies out because we knew that 
they were going to be com-
ing in,” Forsythe said. “The 
smile on their face when 
they leave is just the best.” 
ContaCt Kaleigh 
Somers at somerske@
dukes.jmu.edu.
DIsneY |  ‘The smile on their face 
when they leave is just the best’
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from going to sporting events 
so it was a shock to me that they 
didn’t have those.” 
Even without sports, students 
still wanted to be involved, the 
students shared with about 30 
audience members. 
“People there actually want to 
be involved though,” Fisher said. 
“When I lived here in the Village, 
no one wanted to go to things.” 
Another panelist, Phoebe 
Carlson was born and lived in 
Australia before moving to the 
United States with her family.  
“My mom was actually afraid 
to come here [when we moved],” 
Carlson said. 
The panelists thought the 
perception of the U.S. was 
gained through movies and 
other media portrayals. 
“They aren’t too fond of 
American people,” Louis said. 
“They tend to think Canadian 
people are much cooler.” 
When Wescott studied in New 
Zealand, she encountered many 
questions from her friends there 
about the U.S.
 “People would ask ‘Do you 
really go to school in a yellow 
bus?’ or, ‘Do you really use red 
Solo cups at parties?’ ” 
One friend was also amazed 
that summer camps really exist-
ed because of her knowledge of 
the movie “The Parent Trap.”
According to Louis, many 
of his friends in Australia also 
believe that Americans eat very 
unhealthy and that everyone is 
overweight. 
In fact, in his home country, 
Louis never received refills on 
drinks and was shocked during a 
trip to McDonald’s his first night 
in the U.S.
“The woman gave me a cup 
and I thought, ‘Are you going to 
fill it up?’ I’m impressed with 
your quantity,” he joked. “I love 
a lot of things about living here.”
Overwhelmingly though, 
what they miss most is the 
scenery. 
“There is just nothing like the 
Australian coastline,” Louis said. 
ContaCt Molly Haas at 
haasmr@dukes.jmu.edu.
oCeanIa |  Panelists say media 
affects how world sees United States
MerediTh SizeMore / conTribUTing PhoTograPher
It’s been more than 10 years since Jay DeGioia, operations director for East Campus dining locations, 
worked as a chef for Disney for four years until moving to other jobs.
ryan Freeland / The breeze
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Wentzel also wasn’t allowed 
to be by herself. When she 
would go running closer to 
dusk, a male had to go with her. 
JMU’s ROTC department was 
awarded a grant last year that 
gives scholarships to cadets 
to travel to Kenya.  e United 
States Department of Defense 
awarded grants to  schools 
nationwide as part of the ini-
tiative for global o  cers.
According to Timothy Nor-
ville, a senior political science 
major and program assistant 
for GO-Nenda, the six cadets 
from JMU, one from Boston 
University and one from South 
University, along with seven 
other students in the course, 
went to Kenya. 
To qualify for the scholarship 
through the grant program, 
cadets must take eight credit 
hours of Swahili before going to 
Kenya.  e cadets then apply to 
the study abroad program like 
other students at JMU.
According to Lorie Merrow, 
project specialist for GO-Nenda 
and of the Office of Interna-
tional Programs, the project is 
a collaboration of the Depart-
ment of Military Science, O  ce 
of International Programs, and 
the Department of Foreign Lan-
guages, literatures and cultures. 
Norville said the Department 
of Defense has classified the 
Swahili language as a critical 
language, meaning that there 
are few o  cers that know the 
language, or much about the 
culture.
  e purpose of GO-Nenda 
is to immerse future military 
o  cers to have cross-cultural 
communication skills in the 
Middle East, Asia and Africa.  
“ e reason the Department 
of Defense runs programs like 
this and teach different lan-
guages is to engage the cadet 
in different cultures and lan-
guages around the world and 
give experience,” Merrow said. 
Wentzel experienced a cul-
tural world outside of her own 
for the  rst time this summer.
“I had never planned to go 
to Kenya, and I’ve never been 
outside the U.S.,” Wentzel said. 
“But when I went, it turned my 
preconceived notions on their 
heads.  ere is so much rich-
ness of the people, land and 
culture in Kenya.”
Wentzel said many of the 
places seemed to parallel 
American culture. She could 
see where the technology was 
progressing, and she believes 
that Africa is progressing, more 
then she had originally thought. 
Besi Muhonja is a tenured 
Swahili professor. According to 
Merrow, JMU is one of the few 
schools to have one. Merrow 
had applied to JMU for the grant 
twice before, but this summer 
was the  rst time cadets were 
able to go to Kenya through the 
GO-Nenda program.
 is immersion in the culture 
is much like what a deployed 
soldier would do before being 
sent to their stationed country, 
Norville said.
Wentzel feels that officers 
need to immerse themselves 
into another culture so they 
learn how to respond to cul-
tures that are not their own and 
not go into the situation judging 
the culture.
“It helped me realize that 
we can’t  x every one’s prob-
lems by making them like 
the U.S., but by finding out 
what works for them and 
that culture,” Wentzel said.
CONTACT Danielle 
Strickler at strickdj@
dukes.jmu.edu.
“I had never planned to 
go to Kenya, and I’ve 
never been outside 
the U.S. But when I 
went, it turned my 
preconceived notions 
on their heads. There 
is so much richness of 
the people, land and 
culture in Kenya.”
Mende Jo Wentzel
senior ROTC cadet
ROTC |  Department of Defense 
classifi es Swahili as a ‘critical language’
GO-Nenda allows students to learn Swahili and embrace the Kenyan culture for future military purposes.
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OBAMA |  Midterms could affect 
2012 presidential election outcome
from front
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
on this speci c topic. 
“The reason we’re going to 
Madison is because I want to 
send a message to young peo-
ple across the country about 
how important this election 
is,” Obama said. “You’ve got to 
take the time to  nd out where 
does your congressional can-
didate stand on various issues, 
where does your Senate can-
didate stand on various issues 
and make an educated deci-
sion and participate in this 
process, because democracy is 
never a one-and-done proposi-
tion.  It’s something that requires 
sustained engagement and sus-
tained involvement.”
Tuesday’s Gallup poll project-
ed Obama’s approval rating at  
percent,  percent above his low-
est rating recorded a week ago. 
It also shows that  percent of 
Americans believe the Republi-
cans will take back the majority 
of seats in both the House and 
the Senate. 
More than one-third of Ameri-
cans in the same poll believe that 
no matter who takes Congress 
this year, it will not make any dif-
ference to the current state of the 
country.
For politically involved stu-
dents, such as Melanie Goff, a 
junior political science major and 
president of College Democrats, 
this year’s midterm elections 
will provide greater context to 
what will happen when Obama 
attempts to retain the Oval O  ce 
in .
“ e more seats that are taken 
by Republicans, the harder it is 
going to be for Obama to try and 
get re-elected in ,” Go  said. 
“I think the election will be a 
huge deal for Democrats because 
it will be a wake-up call. It’s going 
to be a huge indicator that people 
are really upset with the current 
situation.”
Bryan Moen, chairman of 
JMU’s College Republicans, 
thinks this year will define 
whether or not the Republicans 
can take back the presidency in 
two years.
“It’s definitely a proving 
ground for Republicans,” Moen 
said. “Whatever the results are, 
it’s sort of harrowing how peo-
ple feel. If Republicans don’t do 
well, Obama would probably get 
a second term. But if we do suc-
ceed in this election, I think he’s 
de nitely going to have to play it 
more safe, be more moderate.”
CONTACT Matt Sutherland 
at breezenews@gmail.com.
“It’s defi nitely a 
proving ground for 
Republicans,” Moen 
said. “Whatever 
the results are, it’s 
sort of harrowing 
how people feel. If 
Republicans don’t 
do well, Obama 
would probably get 
a second term.”
Bryan Moen
senior, chairman 
College Republicans
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now concentrate on what we 
do best — helping JMU and 
the larger assessment commu-
nity excel at measuring student 
learning and development,” Sun-
dre said.
Another notable example is 
the research of Bob McKown, the 
director of the biomanufacturing 
laboratory at JMU. McKown has 
found a new topical therapeu-
tic for the treatment of dry eye 
syndrome. 
“JMU’s O  ce of Technology 
Transfer has been instrumental 
in establishing complex intellec-
tual property rights agreements 
among collaborating institutions 
and scientists working on [the] 
project,” McKown said.
After Gerard Eldering, the 
founder and president of Inno-
vateTech Ventures, approached 
Bourne a few years ago, she 
began working with his company 
to market such technology. 
“JMU students and faculty are 
doing good things and unique 
applied research,” Bourne said. 
“How would they ever get out 
into the world and be recog-
nized and be able to be used 
by the public if it weren’t for 
such an entity that matches 
entrepreneurs?” 
The partnerships allow uni-
versities to profit from their 
innovations.
 e entrepreneurs who Elder-
ing recruits already know how 
to raise capital and have experi-
ence with building a company, 
and they work with universities 
to market the products.
JMU, Virginia Commonwealth 
University,  e College of Wil-
liam & Mary and George Mason 
University are InnovateTech 
Ventures’ in-state clients, and 
they also have several other cli-
ents in other parts of the country. 
Students can learn more or get 
involved with the entrepreneur-
ial e orts by taking JMU’s College 
of Business Venture Creation 
class, Management , open 
to all majors, in order to learn 
about forming a business or 
developing an idea. Students can 
also contact Bourne with an idea 
to learn how the university and 
JMI can play a role in developing 
and licensing unique and com-
mercially viable technologies.
CONTACT Lani Furbank at 
furbanlf@dukes.jmu.edu.
VENTURE |  University receives 
grants to expand technology research
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Peace Corps at JMU
Peace Corps is growing and has thousands 
of new volunteer jobs available for 2011! 
Apply now for programs departing next year.
Find out how you can gain personal
 and professional experience as 
a Peace Corps Volunteer.
Thursday, Sept. 30
Information Table
Fall Study Abroad Fair 
Festival Conference and Student Center   
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 4
Information Table
Fall Career and Internship Fair 
Festival Ballroom   
12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Life is calling.
How far will you go?
800.424.8580
www.peacecorps.gov
Contact Ben Burnes
bburnes@peacecorps.
gov
for more information.
  Get creative. 
Be the one behind the camera. 
email breezepress@gmail.com for information about becoming a videographer 
of U.S. Internet users view videos online.
82 % [pingdom.com]
When you hear the term “going 
green,” you probably think of global 
warming, carbon footprints and saving 
the planet. No complaints there.  e 
green issue I’m talking about is salad. 
My experience eating in a dining 
hall usually goes something like this: 
Swipe JACard, head directly for the 
potato and grilled cheese line, pro-
ceed to soup line, eat and then allow 
an appropriate  seconds for self-
loathing to kick in. 
In many dining halls, every way I 
turn the color scheme seems to con-
sist of only green. A lot of meals I often 
see seem to entail a large salad with a 
side salad and a glass of water (or per-
haps some diet soda or iced tea if it’s a 
special occasion). At this point, I typi-
cally look down at my cleaned plate 
and plead silently to a higher power to 
rewind time so I can jump on board 
with my peers and stack my plate with 
spinach leaves and shredded carrots. 
After a discussion with my room-
mate, it occurred to me that maybe 
most people weren’t aware of other 
healthy options and stuck with the safe 
meal that has been the poster food for 
health since the United States realized 
it was one of the most obese countries 
in the world. 
  e danger with salad is that eat-
ing mainly salad (for both lunch and 
dinner) does not provide the bal-
anced diet needed to make it through 
the day. I get it — rabbit food seems 
like the best of both worlds,  lls you 
up and cuts out everything that makes 
you gain weight, such as carbohydrates 
and fat. 
However, the notion that “all carbs 
are bad” is one that needs to be recon-
sidered because carbohydrates are not 
all the same, and are a vital source of 
energy that salad alone does not pro-
vide.  ose feelings of being tired and 
unfocused perhaps can be traced to 
one’s diet.  is is not to say that eating 
salad is bad. Salads obviously provide 
many health bene ts. However, in the 
case of wellness, variety is key.
Variety, by de nition, means having 
di erent forms or types to choose from. 
So, to reiterate my point, a healthy 
diet means having a variety, and that 
doesn’t mean switching from fat-free 
ranch dressing to honey mustard. 
So what else is there to eat? Instead of 
piling up a plate with stacks of romaine 
or iceberg lettuce, try adding some pita 
and hummus. Hummus is  lled with 
monounsaturated fat, a type that is 
good for the heart along with provid-
ing a satisfying taste. (It also contains 
vegetables!) Pita bread o ers energy 
through its carbohydrates and fiber. 
Remember, bread is not always bad. 
Another common misconception 
is that pasta should be avoided at all 
costs. Again, in moderation, anything 
is OK. When choosing pasta, whole 
wheat or multi-grain is a better option 
 — these provide more nutritional value 
and make digestion easier. If pasta is 
on the menu, avoid creamy sauces and 
instead choose something like a toma-
to based marinara or a pesto sauce. 
 If pasta isn’t beckoning you to 
indulge, there are other options. Sweet 
potatoes are a mere  calories per 
serving and are rich in vitamins A and 
C, which are powerful antioxidants. 
Obviously a potato isn’t enough for a 
meal, so try adding a black bean burger 
to the mix or some type of lean meat to 
provide protein, which is necessary to 
regulate normal body processes. 
  e list could go on and on. If you’re 
still set on an all-green diet, be warned, 
you may not gain weight but you’re 
not gaining any of the bene ts that a 
diverse diet provides. 
Alex Husband is a freshman 
marketing major. Contact Alex at 
husbanaj@dukes.jmu.edu. 
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EDITORIAL
Pop the bubble
We’re halfway through JMU’s celebration of International Week. But 
International Week is about more than just eating international food.  is 
week is a valuable opportunity to sample various ethnicities and is an e ective 
way to expand our comfort zones, if taken advantage of.
We often say we live in the JMU bubble.  is permanent e ervescence is 
perhaps understandable, given our relative isolation within the Shenadoah 
Valley and on our campus. We owe it to our Harrisonburg neighbors and 
ourselves to learn other viewpoints and cultures.
 e JMU bubble problem parallels that of the nation as a whole. It’s easy 
for Americans, only having two physical neighbors, to forget just how many 
di erent cultures and worldviews there are.
As students, we’re immensely fortunate to have study abroad programs 
available in dozens of countries. Studying in another country o ers a chance 
to take in another culture, which can also provide added insight into one’s own 
culture.
 e events planned for this year’s International Week are an admirable start, 
but we encourage you to take a step farther on your own and study abroad. 
EDITORIAL BOARD: 
ALEX HUSBAND |  contributing columnist
The danger with salad 
is that eating mainly 
salad (for both lunch 
and dinner) does not 
provide the balanced 
diet needed to make 
it through the day.
Katie  isdell
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An “is-it-my-birthday?” pat to my 
roommates for waking me up with 
Jimmy Johns.
From a girl who wishes this could 
happen every day. 
An “I-think-I-can,-I-think-
I-can” pat to the spiky plants 
outside of E-Hall that continued 
to grow despite a trampling from 
Shenandoah Hall residents.
From a surprised observer who 
admires your perseverance.
A “why-dont-you-get-a-job-
already?” dart to my roommate 
who does nothing every day.
From your roommate who wonders 
how you can do nothing all the time 
and still sleep  hours a day. 
A “what-the-ticket?” dart to 
JMU Athletics for not letting my best 
friend into the Liberty University 
game. 
From a disgusted fan who thinks 
you need to re-evaluate ticket 
reservations if a con rmation e-mail 
wasn’t good enough for you. 
A “not-all-of-us-took-calculus-
in-high-school” dart to our math 
professor for making us all feel like 
idiots on a daily basis.
From a not-so-loving, 
not-so-attentive and not-so-
responsive-to-sarcasm student in 
MATH  class.
An “I-want-to-eat-fresh-every-
day” pat to the girl working at 
Subway.
From a guy who thinks you look 
great toasting my sandwich and will 
be back for seconds and thirds.
A “where’s-the-cheddar?” dart 
to Mrs. Green’s for taking away the 
cheddar cheese cubes from the salad 
bar. 
From a junior who hates Swiss 
cheese and wants her cheddar back.
A “that’s-what-I-like-to-see” pat 
to the group of girls at D-Hall who 
picked up trash o  the ground.
From a fellow female who wants 
to pat you on the back for being so 
sweet.
An “is-that-what-your-momma-
taught-you?” dart to the football 
player who dropped his napkin on 
the ground, looked at it and kept 
walking.
From a senior who wants to spank 
some sense into you. 
A “you-know-there’s-about-50-
group-study-rooms-upstairs”
dart to the couple making out next to 
me at the ECL computers. 
From a busy student who was just 
trying to study and suggests you get it 
on elsewhere. 
A “what’s-wrong-bro?” pat to the 
frat boys in my math class who are 
unusually quiet. 
From a girl who  nds you 
insu erable but sweet and misses 
your stupid questions. 
A “thank-you-for-saving-my-
social-life” pat to the valiant 
football player who met my 
roommate to return my lost phone. I 
would have had a panic attack if you 
hadn’t called.
 From an oblivious freshman who 
won’t be texting while on the bus for a 
LONG time.
 A “my-abs-are-gonna-be-so-
ripped” pat to my roommate who 
makes me crack up everyday at her 
jokes.
From your roommate who is 
addicted to your funny and can’t wait 
for another dose.
A “you’re-just-a-big-tease!”
dart to Candy Land for creating a 
magically delicious candy world 
made of not delicious cardboard.
From the girl who made it all the 
way to Candy Castle, but was left 
feeling unful lled and hungry.
An “I-think-my-heart-skipped-
a-beat-or-three” pat to the 
beautiful girl who wished me luck on 
a test after sharing some study time 
and a few laughs in Carrier Library. 
From a guy who is convinced you 
are the reason he did well on the test.
An “it’s-like-you-never-left” dart 
to my parents who graduated more 
than  years ago.
From a legacy Duke who 
appreciates your visits, but knows 
you’re just jealous you can’t have this 
much fun.
An “I’m-trying-to-study-
fungus,-not-contract-it” dart to 
the barefoot girl walking around ECL.
From a health sciences major who 
doesn’t want to see your nasty feet 
again. 
An “are-you-kidding-me?” dart to 
the boy who did not ask for my best 
friend’s number after she so kindly 
cleaned and bandaged the  inch 
gash in your foot that you got playing 
Frisbee on the Quad.
From a romantic  rst-aid assistant 
who knows the beginning of a fairy 
tale when she sees it.
An “I-actually-like-this-movie”
dart to the guy who shouted 
profanities at Matthew Broderick 
after the movie on Festival lawn last 
 ursday.
From the girl who likes “Ferris 
Bueller” as-is.
A “please-use-your-inside-
voices” dart to the girls across 
the hall who like to talk loudly and 
scream only when we’re trying to 
sleep. 
From your neighbors who 
learned how to be considerate in 
kindergarten.
An “it’s-called-an-honor-code-
for-a-reason” dart to my professor 
who had our whole class put 
anything in our possession including 
hats, water bottles and sunglasses up 
at the front of the room while we took 
our test.
From a student who can adhere to 
the honor code and drink water at the 
same time.
A “you-rule” pat to the guy on the 
commons playing his guitar in the 
rain on Wednesday.
From everyone who needed a 
reason to smile that day.
A “this-isn’t-the-’Fast-and-the-
Furious’ ” dart to everyone who 
drives around the Warsaw Avenue 
Parking Deck way too fast. 
From a junior who values her life 
and her car.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily refl ect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
Problems with going green
Eating mostly salad may not provide the necessary nutrients for daily life.
America’s spaceflight program is 
about to enter a vacuum: a vacuum of 
vision. Even with expected passage of 
a resolution to provide NASA with its 
annual operating budget, it appears 
increasingly unlikely that Congress will 
be able to provide a guiding mission for 
NASA before it adjourns.
Congressional objections have side-
lined President Obama’s space proposal. 
He wanted to end the Constellation 
manned space ight program, focus on 
research and international cooperation, 
encourage commercial space ight with 
a $ billion investment — and pursue 
more far-fetched plans to visit Mars. In 
place of that are two competing visions 
from the House and Senate.
The Senate version of the NASA 
appropriations bill, now under con-
sideration by the House, preserves 
elements of the Constellation program 
and allocates $. billion to encourage 
private space-launch capacity. A com-
promise bill that failed to make it to 
the  oor highlighted the problems of 
the Senate bill, an oddly speci c plan 
in which members of Congress took it 
upon themselves to specify the exact 
contours of the U.S. plan for space — 
contours that often seem to conform 
to district and state lines. Among other 
concerns, the Senate bill mandates 
that the shuttle program be continued 
through the remainder of  without 
setting aside funds for this purpose and 
speci cally insists on the development 
of heavy-lift rockets.
 is  awed bill only proves that the 
biggest challenges now facing NASA are 
on the ground. Members of Congress, 
hoping to protect jobs in their districts, 
have fought against the shutdown of 
the Constellation manned space ight 
program, which a blue-ribbon commis-
sion on the future of human space ight 
found to be doomed by excessive ambi-
tion and insu
  cient funds.
Without further funding, the commis-
sion warned, such a program was not 
feasible. More funding, in the current 
economic climate, will not be forthcom-
ing. And simply continuing to provide 
funding at a level already determined to 
be inadequate is wasteful.
In these straitened economic times, 
there is little logic to support an 
ambitious — and ambitiously under-
funded — plan for NASA that continues 
its heavy-lift rocket programs, allocates 
a limited amount of funding for com-
mercial space ight and keeps NASA’s 
eyes lifted to the dream of manned  ight 
beyond low-Earth orbit.
A better compromise would allow 
NASA to invest in research and aeronau-
tics and to salvage technology, expertise 
and resources from the Constellation 
program, and use them to develop 
capacity for a time when America is in 
a better position to aim upward.
The Washington Post editorial
NASA needs a mission it 
can aff ord and build on
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Obama administration fails college students
This month, Sen. Tom Har-
kin, D-Iowa, wrote a column 
excoriating for-profit postsec-
ondary education. As chairman 
of the Senate Health, Education, 
Labor and Pensions Commit-
tee, Harkin should be taking a 
broader view of the challenges 
facing U.S. higher education. 
This includes considering how 
to achieve President Obama’s 
goal of America having the 
highest college graduation rate 
in the world by 2020; Harkin 
should be among those lead-
ing a national dialogue on how 
to improve college access for 
all students — especially those 
most in need.
Five years ago, as secretary 
of education, I appointed a 
bipartisan Commission on the 
Future of Higher Education and 
charged it with crafting a plan 
to address the critical issues 
of accessibility, affordability 
and accountability. The com-
mission heard from dozens of 
experts and many members of 
the public and then offered bold 
recommendations to dramati-
cally improve access to college 
and raise college completion 
rates for millions of Americans.
I embraced the propos-
als, which included calls for 
increased aid for low-income 
students, robust accountability 
and transparency at institutions, 
and a renewed focus on inno-
vation and quality. I worked to 
advance these ideas with poli-
cy-makers and leaders in higher 
education.
For the most part, the high-
er education establishment 
balked, actively working to get 
Congress to affirm the status 
quo. Lawmakers obliged and 
reauthorized the Higher Educa-
tion Act, largely dismissing the 
commission’s work. Ignored to 
the detriment of students and 
families were recommenda-
tions to overhaul an outdated 
accreditation system, to devel-
op a results-oriented model of 
quality assurance that would 
lead to greater accountability, 
to control costs by rewarding 
innovation and productivity, 
and to replace a byzantine fed-
eral financial aid system with 
one more in line with students’ 
needs and national priorities.
I was pleased when, in his 
first address to Congress, Presi-
dent Obama called for America 
to once again lead the world 
in college graduates. He urged 
Americans to seek out addi-
tional education or training 
beyond high school; for Con-
gress to raise Pell Grant levels 
to help students gain the means 
to access that higher education; 
and called for additional sup-
port for community colleges.
Unfortunately, this good start 
quickly faltered. The Obama 
administration’s tendency to 
spend more money and sup-
port aggressive government 
solutions began to get the bet-
ter of it.
First, the administration fed-
eralized student aid programs, 
eliminating private-sector 
options for consumers. It also 
walked away from its commit-
ment to community colleges in 
order to help pay for health-care 
reform.
Now the administration 
wants to thwart those in the 
private sector who are investing 
capital and spurring innovation 
to accommodate students who 
need more convenient and cre-
ative educational opportunities 
than those offered by traditional 
schools. Efforts to restrict access 
to a full range of education pro-
viders undermine our shared 
goals of raising graduation rates 
and increasing affordability.
This doesn’t make sense. At 
a time when the administration 
should be focused on job cre-
ation and strategies to prepare 
today’s students for tomorrow’s 
jobs, it is targeting private-sec-
tor higher-education providers 
that serve about 3 million stu-
dents a year. The result could 
be more jobs lost and fewer 
Americans getting the educa-
tion they need to secure good 
jobs. Many for-profit schools are 
serving those least well-served 
by traditional higher educa-
tion, whose capacity is limited, 
particularly in tough econom-
ic times. It is with low-income 
and minority students that our 
nation is failing. Only 30 per-
cent of African Americans ages 
25 to 34, and less than 20 per-
cent of Latinos in that age group, 
have an associate degree or 
higher. Students from the high-
est-income families are almost 
eight times as likely as those 
from the lowest-income fami-
lies to earn a bachelor’s degree 
by age 24.
The Education Department’s 
announcement Friday that it 
will seek additional information 
recognizes the unprecedented 
response to its gainful-employ-
m e n t  p ro p o s a l  a f f e c t i n g 
for-profit colleges. Time will 
tell whether it is really listening. 
Rather than adding bureaucracy 
to a regulation-laden industry, 
the federal government should 
enforce the rules on the books 
and weed out those who try, as 
a recent Government Account-
ability Office investigation 
found, to circumvent the law 
and perpetrate fraud on disad-
vantaged students.
Rather than targeting a cru-
cial sector, the administration 
should take steps to promote 
innovation so that more stu-
dents may have affordable 
access to higher education. It 
should support accountability 
and transparency so that stu-
dents have a better idea about 
the value of the education they 
are buying and should oppose 
efforts to remove educational 
opportunities to which under-
served populations are finally 
being given access.
Margaret Spellings, 
Bloomberg News
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NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
FOR 2011-2012.
Copper Beech Townhomes
Units are available in our spacious 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes for 2011-2012
- 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes oﬀer private bedrooms with their own private bathroom 
  and a half bath on the main level.
- The largest clubhouse in Harrisonburg
- A HUGE 24 hour Fitness Center
- Two Pools and Jacuzzi
- Game Room with computer lab, pool table, poker table, and foose ball table
- Free tanning
- 2 basketball courts and a volleyball court
Leasing Oﬃce
410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA  22801
 Phone: 540-438-0401
 Fax 540-438-0403       
  www.cbeech.com 
Go Dukes!
COME HANG OUT AT THE “BEECH”. 
Life
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By KalEigh somErs
The Breeze
S
enior marketing major Jessica Dante didn’t 
know what to expect when she went to her 
first female slumber party two years ago 
— but it certainly didn’t include sex toys 
and lingerie. 
Much like a Tupperware party, 
attendees come to the parties to buy 
something. In this case though, products include shav-
ing creams, bubble bath, massage lotions and books on 
sexual positions. 
Since her sophomore year, Dante has been 
hooked on the slumber party “craze” as she 
calls it, since these parties have become 
increasingly popular in the Harrisonburg 
area. 
“I decided to have my own party 
because I had a lot of fun,” Dante said. 
After reading a blurb on the company’s 
website that said, “Be your own boss,” she 
decided to become a representative and 
signed up online to receive a consult-
ing kit in the mail. 
Her friend, Rachel Maulding, 
graduated from JMU in 2009 with 
a master’s degree in education. 
At the time, she was the first JMU 
student to run her own slumber 
party business. Now, Dante said 
nine girls at JMU are consultants; 
most have started within the last 
few months. 
Slumber party businesses began 
approximately 16 years ago, and have 
grown to include about 30,000 consultants 
across the nation, as well as in parts of Europe 
and Puerto Rico. 
Hosts put out food and beverages for 
people to socialize, and Dante starts the 
evening talking about some of her prod-
ucts, beginning with more “mild” ones 
such as lingerie, shaving cream and bub-
ble baths, and working her way up to end 
with products such as vibrators. 
The evening ends with partygoers 
being able to go into an “order room,” 
where they can confidentially speak-
ing with Dante about questions or 
concerns and purchasing products.
see Party, page 17
All right, attention everyone: Family 
Weekend is descending upon us 
and we need to prepare. This is not a 
drill. Nobody panic. We are going to 
prove we are a good, clean, smarty-
pants college to 
the fine people 
who brought us 
into this world. 
Fortunately, 
I come from 
a “hands on” 
family and get an 
overwhelming 
amount of 
parents’ love 
every year on this 
wonderful weekend. I’ve become a pro 
at what I call “parent-proofing” your 
dorm or apartment and feel prepared 
to help you all through its important 
steps.
step 1: Clean
This process is different for everyone 
based on years of college experience 
and housing location. Those of you 
off campus, you’re going to want to go 
ahead and whip out the bleach. We all 
use Clorox wipes, but Mom’s going to 
know the difference. Invest in some 
Glade PlugIns in a non-offensive and 
subtle scent involving water, like Ocean 
Breeze or Mountain Mist. Also, take this 
opportunity to find any suggestive or 
embarrassing contraband that might 
be around the house. (Refer to Steps 2 
and 3.)
step 2: hide the alcohol
Again, the severity of this step varies 
with the “coolness” factor for each 
individual’s parents. My parents, while 
great, aren’t very “cool” with drunken 
debauchery. Thanks to an older and 
wiser brother, I’ve become a master at 
hiding any or all questionable items. 
Don’t put any glasses (shot glasses, 
wine glasses or otherwise) in the 
washing machine — Mom will look 
there. Any alcohol needs to go into 
someone’s car trunk or in a duffel bag 
under a bed. Closets and drawers won’t 
do. They’ll be expecting that. You’ll also 
want to erase any clues on dry erase 
boards, get rid of photos tacked to the 
wall and wash off any penises that 
may or may not be drawn on your car 
windshield. 
step 3: Coordinate your 
house to your gender 
and sexual preference
What I mean is, there shouldn’t be 
any panties or bras lying around in an 
all-male estate. Likewise, ladies, get 
rid of the condoms and just as a rule of 
thumb, you should also not have any 
bras or panties hanging out. Let’s keep 
it classy. Furthermore, all of you who 
own that awkward calendar displaying 
a different sex position for each day of 
the month, that’s just unnecessary. Use 
your imagination, and I bet you’ll come 
up with something 10 times better than 
the “Saucy Headstand,” which clearly 
isn’t safe for anyone involved. 
 
step 4: do your laundry
There’s no better time to do it. You’re 
probably starting to smell anyway, and 
you might as well take hugging your 
elders as a good excuse to practice 
personal hygiene. Plus, you know your 
roommate will have that adorable mom 
who wants to squeeze the hell out of 
you, and she’ll never make you her 
famous chocolate chip cookie surprise 
if you reek. 
step 5: don’t be (or 
appear to be) hungover
They’re not idiots. They know you’re 
a party animal. Hell, they gave you 
those genes, so there’s no need to 
throw it in their faces by appearing 
comatose and bloodshot when all 
they want to do is treat you to an IHOP 
breakfast. 
step 6: have some fun
At the end of the day, they got you to 
where you are today, and it seems the 
older we get, the cooler they get too. 
If anything, all they want is to see that 
you’re healthy and happy. You really 
can’t argue with that, right?
So good luck, soldiers. Put on that 
megawatt grin and make the most of 
this weekend. Cherish these moments 
where it’s still socially acceptable to be 
taken care of, and if you need a fake 
girlfriend to introduce to the fam, I’ve 
got your back. Parents love me. 
 
Jamie Lose is a senior media arts & 
design major and a humor columnist 
at The Breeze. Contact her at losejl@
dukes.jmu.edu.
JamiE losE 
keep the good times rolling
Guide to 
Family            
Weekend
succ sEX ful
Jumping through hoops
By KEllan howEll 
contributing writer
Though rain made for an overcast, 
gray day on Sunday, a performance 
inside Grafton-Stovall Theatre incor-
porated an array of colors for the 
audience.
World famous hoop dancer Kevin 
Locke performed a symbolic dance 
for the audience of about 100 peo-
ple. The event was put on by the JMU 
Baha’i Association.
Locke, also known by his Lakota 
name Tokeya Inajin, meaning “the 
first to arise,” is also an indigenous 
flute player. 
Locke, who is of the Baha’i faith, 
is Lakota and Anishinabe. He resides 
on the border of North Dakota and 
South Dakota along the Missouri 
River, but travels to 91 countries 
educating people about his cultur-
al traditions through his dance and 
musical performances.  
Members of the Baha’i faith 
emphasize the spiritual unity of all 
humankind, and the need for the 
gradual implementation of global 
peace and justice.
In order to give the audience a 
firmer grasp on the importance of 
the human spirit, Locke recounted 
the legend of the human spirit, a 
story that has been passed down by 
his ancestors. 
In the legend, the Creator is seek-
ing a place to hide the human spirit 
from men because it is too valuable 
of a gift to receive without any work. 
The Creator is approached by ani-
mals, each one offering suggestions 
of where to hide the spirit. Finally a 
mole suggests that the Creator puts 
the human spirit inside men. 
Locke explained how his hoop 
dance further symbolically dem-
onstrates the essence of the human 
spirit. 
“The hoop is a universal arche-
type,” Locke said. “It is a symbol 
for unity, continuity, peace, bal-
ance, equilibrium and renewal. All 
of these are elements of the human 
spirit.” 
Locke uses the hoops in his dance 
to create designs seen in nature and 
to illustrate human emotion. 
“I use 28 hoops, which represent 
the 28 day lunar cycle that occurs 
during the seasonal transition peri-
od in the Dakota region,” he said. 
Locke showed the audience his 
hoops, which are composed of four 
colors: red, black, yellow and white. 
Each color represent different ele-
ments, seasons, people and stages 
of life. 
“I was really intrigued by his visu-
al explanation of each design and 
their meanings,” said Amelia Tavan-
gar, a freshman biology major.
Locke finished the dance with 
a complicated hoop display by 
combining all the hoops to create 
a sphere, a design in which each 
hoop represents an individual and 
the globe represents all of humanity.
 “Pull one hoop out and the intri-
cate design falls apart,” Locke said. 
Tavangar’s brother and freshman 
biology major said he felt spell-
bound by Locke’s dance.
 “While watching his dance I real-
ly felt like I was connecting with the 
human spirit,” Varqua said. “Mr. 
Locke truly helps you realize how 
important the human spirit is. He 
said it was the most important gift 
we have been given.”
Locke told the audience that the 
dance is not meant to entertain, and 
that instead, it’s more of a “choreo-
graphed prayer.” He explained that 
the dance is meant to evoke a feeling 
of renewal and excitement within 
the human spirit. 
“It is symbolic ... that autumn 
can never overtake the spring-
time within the heart,” Locke said.
see danCE, page 17 
Jessica Dante, a part-time slumber party consultant, not only finds business 
experience in her job, but also seeks to educate women about sex.
Kevin Locke, a Lakota and Anishinabe member of the Baha’i faith, uses hoops to 
represent unity and peace in a cultural dance. 
david CasterLine / the Breeze
Native American, Baha’i member travels around the world to educate through symbolic dance.
meredyth kimm / ContriButing photographer
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15 Annualth
www.jmu.edu/recreation
540.568.8734
Date: Saturday, October 16, 2010
Race: Starts at 9:00am. Registration begins at 8:00am in UREC. 
At 8:45am on race day, each participant must attend a pre-race 
meeting at UREC.
Location: The 5k begins in front of UREC and continues 
throughout the JMU campus.
Cost:
Pre-Registration- $12.00
Day of Race- $15.00
For more information contact:
Aaron Combs- combsad@jmu.edu
Hear something? 
Tweet us @TheBreezeJMU
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mEn’s tEnnis
Serving it up, internationally
Jovan Milic (left) went 8-8 last spring as the Dukes’ No. 6 seed while Bertrand Moulin went 20-4 as a sophomore at Wright State University in 
Colorado.
AfIA UkOR / COnTRIBUTIng PhOTOgRAPhER
By JoEy dohErty
contributing writer
The United States is often 
said to be the melting pot of the 
world. A prime example of this 
philosophy is the JMU men’s 
tennis team, which boasts seven 
international players on its 
nine-man roster. 
The team fields players 
from several different regions, 
ranging from Finland, Serbia, 
France, Russia, Ukraine, Aus-
tralia and America. Head coach 
Steve Secord has compiled the 
group largely as the team transi-
tions to becoming a scholarship 
sport. 
“Tennis is a very popular 
sport internationally,” Secord 
said. “Right after we had the 
switch to scholarships, it was 
tough to get some of the top 
American players, so I had to 
look other places.” 
Those other places were 
overseas, as he was able to use 
the Internet to reach out to the 
international scene. 
The factor that helps the 
most, Secord explained, is that 
many young players are looking 
to come to America because it 
gives them a chance to get a free 
education and play tennis. 
This is the reason Ville 
Maaranen, a junior from Joen-
suu, Finland, felt that coming 
to JMU was the best decision. 
He couldn’t pass up the oppor-
tunity when Secord met him 
in Florida and offered him a 
scholarship.
The international business 
major hasn’t regretted the deci-
sion for a second.
“I really love it here,” he said. 
“At first I tried just fit in and be 
normal, but I learned I could 
just be myself after awhile and 
it has really worked out.” 
Junior transfer student Ber-
trand Moulin came for other 
reasons.
“I’m a business major here 
and that was one of the main 
things that I liked about JMU,” 
he said. “That and the tennis 
program.” 
Moulin comes from Lyon, 
France and transferred to JMU 
this year from Wayne State 
University in Colorado. His tran-
sition to the team was smooth 
because his roommate and fel-
low team member, sophomore 
Florent Sentenac, also being 
from France. 
“At my apartment, I still get 
to speak French, which is nice,” 
Moulin said. “Even though 
everyone on the team is from 
different places, we all pretty 
much understand each other.”
Although the team is a close-
knit group, there are some 
adjustments that come with 
playing in America. For starters, 
the tennis club system overseas 
gives the players a ranking and 
a higher rate of competition. 
“In France, I may play some-
one that is 30, 35 or even 40, and 
I play in a lot more tournaments,” 
Moulin said.
The competition might not be 
as fierce stateside, but the players 
found the pros out weighed the 
cons in coming to Harrisonburg. 
“In Europe, it would be impos-
sible to play tennis and study for 
school, so I like that about JMU,” 
Sentenac said.
While the team bonds well, a 
change in the style of play for the 
tennis team is apparent. 
“These guys really bring a 
different element to the team,” 
Secord said. “They can be 
flamboyant, but really they 
are just competitive and they 
play aggressive. I expect a lot 
of these guys and hope they 
will do really well this year.”
ContaCt Joey Doherty at 
dohertjp@dukes.jmu.edu.
footBall 
‘Hungry’ for signature win against first conference oppponent
By david Barton
contributing writer
Three games into the season, 
the JMU football team has relied 
on a healthy blend of experience 
and youth to win games. But two 
rising stars, redshirt freshman 
linebacker Stephon Robertson 
and redshirt junior tailback Scott 
Noble, agree that the season is 
now just beginning. 
This is the mentality that the 
Dukes are bringing into the first 
Colonial Athletic Association 
game against the No. 5 Delaware 
Blue Hens on Saturday. JMU is 
currently ranked No. 3 in the 
nation, according to the Sports 
Network and Coach’s Polls. 
Despite its early success, 
the offense has been unable to 
produce at times, which was 
especially apparent in the 10-3 
win against the Liberty Flames 
last Saturday.
“We were deplorable offen-
sively,” head coach Mickey 
Matthews said at Monday’s 
press conference. “We couldn’t 
throw the ball, we didn’t catch 
it very good, we ran bad routes, 
we didn’t block anyone, our 
tight-ends played bad and our 
running backs played bad. Who 
else is left?”
The sole bright spot on offense 
against Liberty was Noble, who 
had more than 100 yards rushing 
in the last two games of 2009 and 
had 89 yards against the Flames. 
He is seeing an expanded role 
in a backfield that includes red-
shirt senior Jamal Sullivan, who 
is averaging 3.3 yards per rush 
this season. 
The starting position has yet to 
be determined for Saturday, but 
Noble will be receive more car-
ries than he has been, according 
to Matthews.
Meanwhile, the defense has 
been playing on another level, 
only allowing two touchdowns 
on the season. Ranked third in 
the nation in scoring defense, the 
Dukes have five forced fumbles 
and caused four interceptions.
“The speed they have on 
defense is just phenomenal,” 
Delaware head coach K.C. Kee-
ler said. “The linebackers have 
improved dramatically from last 
year and they have a lot of depth 
on the defensive line.”
A key player has been Rob-
ertson, who leads the team in 
tackles with 28. He has two 
forced fumbles on the season, 
one of which came in the fourth 
quarter of the Virginia Tech 
game, sealing JMU’s victory.
“I’ve always had that rough 
mentality,” Robertson said. “I 
think you definitely need that 
playing defense, especially in 
college ball.”
The Blue Hens have a young 
star of their own in freshman 
tailback Andrew Pierce. He is 
second in the nation with 598 
yards and has accumulated 
seven touchdowns, including 
three against CAA opponent 
University of Richmond in Del-
aware’s 34-13 win last Saturday.
“He can do it all, he can catch 
it out of the backfield, he can 
line out wide, can block, doesn’t 
make mistakes, and is very 
humble,” Keeler said of Pierce. 
“He has changed who we are 
because we are able to run more 
effectively.” 
The downfall for Delaware’s 
offense has been their pass-
ing game, ranked No. 84 in the 
nation. With the emergence of 
Pierce and the blowouts they 
have handed their opponents, 
there has been little need to 
establish the passing game. 
Senior quarterback Pat Devlin 
is still producing though, as he 
has four touchdowns and 546 
yards passing.
On the other hand, Delaware 
is ranked first in the nation in 
scoring defense and third in 
overall defense. They are led 
by four seniors in their second-
ary, including defensive back 
Anthony Walters. Walters was 
CAA Co-Defensive Player of the 
Week for his efforts against Rich-
mond, when he had 10 tackles 
(eight solo) and an interception. 
Collectively, the defense has 
10 interceptions and the second-
ary make up the top four tacklers 
on the team.
 “They think this is a national 
championship year,” Matthews 
said. “They think they’re that 
good.”    
It is clear that two of the CAA’s 
— not to mention the nation’s — 
best teams will be facing each 
other Saturday. This is the 20th 
meeting between the two teams, 
with Delaware leading the all-
time series 11-8. JMU has won 
the last two meetings by scores 
of 41-7 in 2008 and 20-8 last year. 
“It’s going to be a hyped 
atmosphere,” Robertson said. 
“We are hungry right now.”
ContaCt David Barton at 
bartonde@dukes.jmu.edu.
RyAn fREELAnd / ThE BREEzE
Redshirt junior strong safeties Vidal Nelson (left) and Jon Rose work out during Tuesday’s practice. The 
Dukes ran a grossly unbalanced offense against Liberty last Saturday, running the ball 41 times for 205 
yards while passing the ball just 14 times for 76 yards.
footBall
Two Dukes 
honored after 
weekend win
Redshirt freshman linebacker 
Stephon Robertson and junior 
cornerback Taveion Cuffee 
were recognized by the Colo-
nial Athletic Association for their 
performances in JMU’s 10-3 vic-
tory over Liberty University last 
Saturday.
Robertson earned his second 
Rookie of the Week honor of the 
season while Cuffee was named 
the Special Teams Player of the 
Week for the week ending in 
Sept. 27.
Robertson led the JMU defense 
with a game-high 13 tackles in the 
Liberty game.
The three points surrendered 
by JMU were the fewest the team 
has allowed since beating Hofstra 
56-0 in October of 2008.
The team only allowed 264 
yards of total offense while lim-
iting the Flames to 3- 15 on third 
down conversions. Liberty didn’t 
record a touchdown for the first 
time since 2006.
Robertson also won the award 
following the Dukes’ victory over 
Virginia Tech on Sept. 11. He 
led the team with 13 tackles en 
route to the 21-16 win. His forced 
fumble late in the fourth quarter 
clinched the triumphant upset.
Cuffee was all over the field 
Saturday evening, wreaking 
havoc on both defense and spe-
cial teams. He blocked a 47-yard 
field goal attempt that could have 
brought Liberty within one point 
of the Dukes in the second half. 
Cuffee also registered an intercep-
tion with less than two minutes 
remaining that gave the Dukes the 
ball back and effectively sealed 
the win. He also recorded one 
pass breakup and seven tackles.
  — staff reports
gamEs
this wEEk
fiEld hoCkEy
n hofstra @JmU
Friday, 7 p.m.
The No. 20 Dukes defeated 
Hofstra last season 5-1.
footBall
n delaware @JmU
Saturday, 12:05 p.m.
The No. 3 Dukes have beat the 
No. 6 Blue Hens their last two 
meetings. 
BRAndOn PAynE / ThE BREEzE
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Tournament
Big 
Volleyball
Big Pink Volleyball 
Tournament. 
Come join the ﬁght 
against breast cancer 
at UREC’s 2nd Annual 
100% of the proceeds 
beneﬁt the Susan G. 
Komen Breast Cancer 
Foundation.
Pink
D a t e :  O c t .  2 4 t h - 2 9 t h
L o c a t i o n :  U R E C  M a i n  G y m
C o s t :  $ 2 0  p e r  t e a m
www.jmu.edu/recreation
540.568.8734
Contact Aaron Combs at combsad@jmu.edu for more information
R e g i s t e r  O c t . 4 t h - 1 4 t h
Sign a 2011-12 Lease Now
No Application Fee
Free Lunch at Jack Browns!
1 Bedroom Apartment
$470-$560
Water, Sewage, Trash 
Included in Rent
  
, ,  
l  i  
    
  
    
Make your reservations for FAMILY WEEKEND 
at L’Italia Pizza & Pasta now!
Friday, Oct. 1 & Saturday, Oct. 2
we want to THANK YOU for choosing us by 
offering a FREE APPETIZER* of  choice 
to your table with a valid JACard!
(* 1 per table please, not to be combined with any other special offer)
Serving delicious pizza, pasta, chicken, veal, seafood, 
salads, sandwiches & more!
For reservations call 540.433.1113
Food Lion Shopping Center
1039 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA
Restaurant Hours:
Sunday to Thursday: 11am to 10 pm
Friday & Saturday: 11am to 11pm
L’Italia
           Pizza & Pasta
FAMILY WEEKEND is October 2nd & 3rd
L'Italia Pizza & Pasta will be changing its name to Vito's Italian Kichen 
this month! Same ownership, same delicious food, same friendly staff, 
just a different name!
Find and like The Breeze on Facebook to get your news fi x 
while our website is down.
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JMU offers 41 competitive club options
The equestrian club might be one of JMU’s lesser known organizations, but it has seen success in recent seasons. Vanessa 
Colley is one of 11 members on the team coached by Bobby Jones. Their fi rst event will be Oct. 15 at Randolph College. 
Last season, Maggie Foley, Jade Irvy and Bekah Jarzombek were all zone qualifi ers. Jarzombek also went on to qualify for 
nationals. 
JMU offers 41 different club sports, ranging from table tennis to swing dance; most recreational sports are offered. 
The clubs compete locally, regionally and nationally and do signifi cant amounts of fundraising to support their trips. For 
more information on how to join a team, e-mail Allie Krafft and Megan Flosdorf, Sport Club Council vice presidents, at 
jmusccvicepresident@gmail.com. 
Club sports in action
Gymnastics
 Anyone can join the 
team at any time
 Traveled to San Marcos, Texas, 
last season and placed 4th 
out of 50 teams at Nationals
 Next match is Nov. 6 
against Va. Tech
Men’s Rugby
 Took about 15 new players, 
still looking for more
 Next game Oct. 2 against 
the University of Mary 
Washington at home
 Went 2-0 in the state 
tournament
Women’s Lacrosse
 Next game Oct. 17 at 
home against teams from 
Towson University, Va. Tech, 
U.Va., Salisbury University 
and William & Mary
 Added 17 new players to roster
 3-1 record thus far this season
Softball
 Next game Oct. 9 at 
Radford University
 Placed 8th at nationals, 
won the league last year
 In the top 10 at Nationals 
for the past four years
 Tryouts occur in March
Women’s Rugby
 Anyone can join the 
team at any time
 Next game Oct. 1 in Boone, 
N.C., at a tournament 
called Rucktoberfest
 15 players play at a time, nine 
forwards and six backs
Men’s Lacrosse
 Took 40 people at tryouts
 First game is Oct. 9 at home
 Lost in the semi-fi nals to 
Ohio University last season
 Key players: midfi elder Chris 
Ford, coming back from an 
injury, and goalie Gus Cramer
Women’s Basketball
 Took three new players, two 
freshmen and one sophomore
 Next tournament Oct. 3 at home
 2-1 thus far this season
 Came in 2nd in the 
regional tournament in 
Boston in February
Men’s Basketball
 First games Oct. 3 against 
Georgetown University 
and U.Va. at home
 Duke Dog Classic will be 
held Nov. 6-7 in UREC
 Finished 3rd in the East Coast 
Regional tournament last season
Swimming
 Next meet Oct. 16 at 
William & Mary
 Took 2nd place overall at 
Nationals in Atlanta, Ga.
 Welcome swimmers 
of various levels
 Practice Monday to Friday 
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at UREC
Ice Hockey
 Next game Oct. 1 in 
Charlottesville against 
University of Maryland
 18 players returning, 10 new, 
eight being freshmen
 Coach Frank Ashby travels 
from Richmond to coach team
Women’s Water Polo
 Currently have 12 new members, 
always looking for more
 Scrimmage Oct. 17 against 
Georgetown University at home
 Next tournament Nov. 6 at U.Va.
 Students run the team 
with no coach
Baseball
 Ranked in top 10 in the nation 
for the past three years
 29 members, six are new
 Doubleheader against 
U.Va. at home Oct. 3
 1-2 record thus far this season
Women’s Volleyball
 Consists of 26 players, 
eight are new
 Won the silver division at 
nationals last season
 Key players: Shannon Mueller, 
Stefani Schaper, Lindsey 
Campbell, Kelly Moffett
Women’s Ultimate 
Frisbee
 140 people signed up, 
26 made the team
 Placed 4th at Philly Fusion 
 Assisted by coach Joy Ferenbaugh 
who plays on a team that 
traveled to Worlds in Prague 
PHOTO COURTESY OF CAROLYN HALL 
NBA
Heat training camp for James & Co. gets underway
Washington Post
During his first workout with the 
Miami Heat, LeBron James threw 
down a rim-shattering dunk, loudly 
and vehemently protested a call dur-
ing a  ve-on- ve drill, shook his  sts 
after feeding a pair of open teammates 
including on a slick-behind-the-back 
pass and ripped down rebounds. He 
screamed encouragement, flew on 
defense and stalked around the court.
And that was just in the last  min-
utes of practice.
 e tiny sliver of Monday’s two-hour 
morning workout that was opened to 
dozens of reporters provided signi cant 
insight into James’s approach and inten-
sity as he kicks o  his career in Miami 
after seven seasons with the Cleveland 
Cavaliers. With Heat President Pat Riley 
watching from behind a courtside table, 
James dived head-first and full-bore 
into the project he undertook when he 
signed with Miami in July, saying the 
Heat gave him the best chance to win 
multiple championships.
“ at’s just me,” James said as report-
ers crowded around after the session. 
“It’s not something I wrote down on 
paper and said I need to bring to this 
team. I’ve always been vocal. I’ve always 
been a leader. I don’t want to wear out 
my welcome on day one [but] I can’t 
hold back. My leadership skills won’t 
allow me to do that.”
A day after dourly  elding questions 
behind a microphone during the team’s 
season-opening media day in Miami 
and deferring largely to teammate Dwy-
ane Wade, James came to life. And for 
darn sure he did not defer to anyone. 
When guarding Wade on several occa-
sions, James got down low and in his 
face.
“He’s always that way,” said Wade, 
who has played on two Olympic teams 
with James. “He’s going to make so 
many guys better by his leadership, his 
vocal leadership, and especially the way 
he defends.”
Seconds after Heat Coach Erik Spoel-
stra called for drills to expand from half 
court to full court late in the session, 
James led a fast break after a turnover 
and slammed home a feed from Patrick 
Beverley. He protested vigorously over 
whether a ball went out of bounds or 
not; at stake was whether his team of 
 ve would have to run sprints (it didn’t).
“I’m your eyes and ears,” he roared at 
Beverley at one point, assuring him he 
would back him up as Beverley defend-
ed the point.
“It was great overall intensity,” 
Beverley said. “Especially to see the 
star-studded guys out there like that. It 
was fun.”
Spoelstra clearly wants the intensity 
bubbling and churning before he gets to 
work on team chemistry, a critical ele-
ment as the Heat chases the NBA title 
this team is now among the favorites to 
win. James, Wade and Chris Bosh, each 
of whom signed $ million deals this 
o season, played on di erent squads 
during Monday’s animated five-on-
 ve drills.
“I was in my room before practice 
today at seven-something, and I was 
just excited to get on the basketball 
court,” Wade said. “I think we all were.”
 e early part of practice was devoted 
to defensive fundamentals, so much so, 
Wade said with a grin, that he saw pain 
in the eyes of some of the new guys.
James, apparently, was not among 
them. The heavy defensive work, he 
said, suited him just  ne.
“I’m used to that, coming from Cleve-
land with Mike Brown,” James said. “He 
was an unbelievable defensive coach. 
Defense is where I’ve always made my 
mark, and it’s where I want to continue 
to make my mark.”
James might have been prepared to 
play defense, but the throngs of report-
ers and camera carriers that crowded 
the rim of the court could not have been 
commonplace on previous opening 
days in Cleveland.
The atmosphere would have been 
more of a circus had Riley not decided 
to send the Heat here for the  rst few 
days of training camp. The team will 
take part in two-a-day practices, various 
festivities with troops and quiet nights 
in the residential quarters at Eglin Air 
Force Base and Hurlburt Field through 
Sunday.
After the morning practice, James 
sat shirtless, his feet tucked into show-
er sandals and bags of ice wrapped 
around both knees and his right elbow. 
He put on his head phones and bobbed 
to the music, exuding fatigue but also 
satisfaction.
“It’s a new beginning for me,” James 
said. “I don’t feel like a rookie, but it’s 
a new start.”
Triathlon 2010 
sport club 
of the year
The JMU Triathlon Team includes 
dozens of skilled, professional and 
highly motivated student-athletes. 
There are no tryouts, all are welcome 
at any point in the semester. There is 
at least one scheduled practice led by a 
team captain each day. 
Sometimes there are doubles, but 
no practices are mandatory, just 
encouraged. Triathlon also has a USA 
Triathlon Certifi ed Coach who gives 
advice and helps create training plans.
The team travels to and competes in 
four to fi ve offi cial team races each 
semester.
Follow us on Twitter 
@ breeze_sports
for live coverage of 
JMU vs. Delaware.
PHOTO COURTESY OF JMU TRIATHLON CLUB
Oklahoma
Penn. State
JMU
Alabama
Stanford
Falcons
Titans
Steelers
Eagles
Patriots
Oklahoma
Penn. State
JMU
Alabama
Oregon
Falcons
Titans
Steelers
Eagles
Dolphins
Oklahoma
Iowa
JMU
Alabama
Oregon
Falcons
Titans
Ravens
Eagles
Patriots
Texas
Iowa
Delaware
Alabama
Oregon
Falcons
Titans
Steelers
Eagles
Patriots
Texas
Penn. State
JMU
Florida
Oregon
Falcons
Titans
Ravens
Eagles
Patriots
Texas
Iowa
JMU
Alabama
Oregon
Falcons
Titans
Steelers
Eagles
Patriots
Texas @ Oklahoma
Penn. State @ Iowa
Delaware @ JMU
Florida @ Alabama
Stanford @ Oregon
49ers @ Falcons
Broncos @ Titans
Ravens @ Steelers
Redskins @ Eagles
Patriots @ Dolphins
PICKS WEEKofthe
Colleen
Sports Editor
20-10
Drew
Managing Editor
17-13
Katie
Editor-in-Chief
12-18
Matt
News Editor
17-13
Mike
Sports Editor
18-12
Rachel
Guest
‘Picks of the Week’ matches the predictions of five Breeze editors and one guest in five college and 
five pro games every weekend. We encourage you to e-mail us at breezesports@gmail.com 
to get your picks in The Breeze and test your knowledge against ours! 
This week’s guest is Rachel Ramsey, a junior media arts and design and communication studies double major.
An e-mail was sent out to 
the 41 club presidents asking 
for participation in this issue. 
Not all clubs responded.
Teams fi nalize rosters, begin their seasons
Men’s and 
Women’s Tennis
 11 girls and 16 guys 
made the team 
 Made it to gold bracket against 
William & Mary on Sept. 19
 Placed fi rst in silver bracket in 
tournament at Mary Washington
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-24 hour Fitness Center
-24 hour Business Center
-Spacious Clubhouse with gaming tables
-Internet/Cable included in rent and access 
 in each bedroom
-Pet Friendly          www.sunchase.net  
540.442.4800
Luxurious Pooli  l
Spacious 4 bed/
4 Bath Apartmen
tsci   
 t  rt t
Fully Equipped Kitchen
ll  i  i
Extended hours for 
Family Weekend
Oct 2nd 10am-4pm
   
il  
t  -
Get published.
It’s good for you. It’s good for us.
Work for The Breeze.
breezepress@gmail.com 
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from page 11 
Locke also invited members 
of the audience to participate 
in a hoop dance with him. After 
teaching them several different 
hoop designs, the audience vol-
unteers tried to keep up with his 
intricate choreography. 
Megan Christensen, a junior 
media arts and design major, 
was one of the participants.
“It was amazing and a lot of 
fun,” Christensen said. “I real-
ly felt a connection with my 
human spirit, and it was cool to 
become a part of the symbol that 
we were creating.” 
Audience members were also 
invited to the home of the JMU 
Baha’i Association president, 
junior engineering major Adib 
Amini, to discuss Baha’i culture 
with Locke and some of the JMU 
Baha’i community members. At 
this small gathering, Locke edu-
cated guests about the Baha’i 
faith, and how he uses his hoop 
dancing to express it. 
“I was a brand new Baha’i 
when a friend of mine taught 
me my first hoop dance,” Locke 
said. “He told me that if I did my 
part in the dance that I would 
travel to many places and be 
given many blessings.” 
But after Locke learned this 
dance, his friend died. 
“He was supposed to go to 
Africa to perform,” Locke said, 
“and when he had died, his 
mother recommended that I go 
and perform in his stead. I had 
only learned that one dance!” 
Locke explained that his hoop 
dancing is a folk art: an expres-
sion from the grassroots of a 
community.
“The cool thing about folk 
traditions is that they are 
appreciated wherever you go,” 
he said.
Locke plans to continue 
to travel all over the world to 
educate people about the one-
ness of humanity, the human 
spirit and the Baha’i faith. 
ContaCt Kellan Howell at 
howellkc@dukes.jmu.edu.
DanCe |  Performer shares culture over dinner
‘Glee’ guest 
celebs: ‘Toxic’
Commentary
After his solo performance, Kevin Locke invites audience members to 
the stage to give the “hoop dance” a shot.
DaviD Casterline / the Breeze
By raChel Dozier
The Breeze 
When planning my classes 
for this fall, I left out one crucial 
element: the “Glee” Season 
Two schedule. So now, every 
Tuesday night from 6:30 p.m. to 
9 p.m., I’m forced to sit through 
a mandatory film screening 
while Rachel Berry and Finn 
Hudson struggle to decide if 
they’re truly meant to be, again. 
Then all day Wednesday, 
I’m in The Breeze office to 
produce Thursday’s paper. My 
solution: waking up at 7 a.m. 
on Wednesday mornings to 
watch “Glee” online because I 
cannot enter the office without 
knowing every plot detail and 
song. Some may say that this 
is a bit extreme, but I’ve been 
addicted to this show since 
“Don’t Stop Believin.’ ” 
Tuesday’s show was the 
overly advertised Britney Spears 
episode. I grew up with Britney. 
I’ve followed her through good 
times and bad. So you’d think, 
combining Britney Spears, my 
childhood idol, with “Glee,” my 
current obsession, would be the 
ultimate experience. 
Not so. 
Here’s the problem, “Glee” 
had a really successful 
Madonna episode and then 
went a little celebrity crazy. 
Their falsely advertised Lady 
Gaga episode only featured 
two Lady Gaga songs. Despite 
the excessive hype behind that 
episode, at least Lady Gaga fit 
into the storyline as much as 
any of the other songs do. 
This was not the case with 
Lady Spears. Basically, of the 
five Britney songs performed, 
three of them were done in 
“fantasy” format — two of 
which had to involve anesthesia 
to even work into the storyline. 
So, the producers literally 
had to take the characters to 
a different world to make the 
songs fit. 
Personally, I can find an 
average of six Britney songs that 
apply to my life on a regular 
basis, but “Glee” was clearly 
struggling. Clinging to the fact 
that the blonde cheerleader 
has the name Brittany S. Pierce, 
they gave her two of the main 
songs. 
Brittany, played by Heather 
Morris, is a hilarious character 
and one of the group’s best 
dancers (Morris was actually 
a backup dancer for Beyoncé 
before “Glee”), but she is not 
the strongest singer. Yes she is 
blonde, just like Britney, and 
yes they share the same name 
with alternate spellings, but 
that does not necessarily mean 
that she should be the lead in a 
Britney Spears’ song. 
Even the promised 
appearances of Britney lasted 
less than a minute in total. I 
don’t know if this is due in part 
to her lack of acting abilities 
(see “Crossroads”), but they 
could have at least given her a 
little more face time or maybe 
even a duet. 
 My final complaint lies in 
the lack of promotion over 
John Stamos joining the cast. 
I really liked his character and 
look forward to seeing him 
more on the show, but the 
glorified “Britney episode” took 
promotion priority, and his 
character’s introduction was 
completely ignored. 
Tuesday’s episode was 
storyline against the music, 
pun intended. Unfortunately 
neither was very strong, you 
don’t have to agree — it’s just 
my prerogative. 
Rachel Dozier is a junior 
media arts & design major 
and design editor at The 
Breeze. Contact her at 
dozierra@dukes.jmu.edu.
from page 11
“That’s where I do about 99 
percent of  my sales,” Dante 
said. 
This year, she’s already made 
$16,000 in sales. Last year, 
she studied abroad for three 
months and still made about 
$15,000 in sales. 
“I imagine you get more peo-
ple to buy things this way,” said 
one junior who didn’t want to 
be named. “It’s more confi-
dential than having to go out 
in public to buy them.”
Dante recognizes that not 
everyone who hears about 
her business thinks it’s appro-
priate, but she believes in the 
need to educate girls about sex 
and answer their questions in a 
confidential setting. 
“Some people are not totally 
loving what I do, but that’s what 
I tell people,” Dante said. “It’s 
not just about the sex toys.”
Most of Dante’s parties 
spread through word of mouth. 
Girls come to a party, love the 
idea and want to host their own 
with their friends, she said.
“I think the fun thing is the 
big thing — that’s usually what 
gets the parties booked,” Dante 
said. “No one wants to go to a 
sleazy sex store and buy [prod-
ucts] from there.” 
Dante tests products herself, 
because she said it’s important 
to “have good knowledge of 
what works.” 
Currently, Dante only hosts 
parties at JMU and in Long 
Island, N.Y., where her family 
lives. Her product distributor 
is the closest thing she has to 
a boss. 
For Dante, it’s more than 
just making money and selling 
products. 
“I want to educate college girls 
on how to empower themselves 
and get power back in the bed-
room,” she said. “There’s such 
a cliché college experience.” 
ContaCt Kaleigh Somers 
at somerske@dukes.jmu.edu.
Party |  Business is ‘not just about the sex toys’
MereDyth KiMM / ContriButing PhotograPher
Senior Jessica Dante has sold $16,000 worth of sex products in Harrisonburg and in Long Island, N.Y. this year.
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Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds!
All Your Fall Decoration Needs!
www.LohrsFarm.com
10 miles North of Harrisonburg
I-81 Exit # 257
(Mauzy/Broadway)
Just South on Rt. 11
Mon-Fri: 4 – 6 
Saturday: 9 – 6 
Sunday: 1 – 6
2 Exciting Corn Mazes    Pedal Car Track for all Ages
Corn Hole Toss    Tumble Tubes
Weekend Hay Rides
540.896.8796 540.896.7873
Starting in October
(Not good with any other offer)
       
   
     
Hair Fashions                                             
    
  
          
        
Ann is a graduate from Paul 
Mitchell School. She specializes in 
multi-dimentional & block 
coloring techniques. She has over 
a decade of  experience with 
instructors license.
(540)433-7376
ANN HOLLAND
Student Discount 
with Student ID
Tuesdays & Fridays:
$5 off  haircuts | $10 off
any chemical service
By NICK SLOANE
The Breeze 
Jimmy Eat World has been 
a major  gure in the college 
pop-punk/rock scene for more 
than a decade. Since their  
seminal album “Clarity” and 
their early st century success 
(“ e Middle” and “Work”), 
they’ve often been found in 
coming-of-age college- or 
high school-based comedy 
soundtracks, or in your older 
sibling’s CD collection when 
you were in junior high.
Yet it’s  — not  
— and the Arizona-based 
quartet has just released its 
seventh album, “Invented.”
“Invented” saw the reunion 
of Jimmy Eat World with Mark 
Trombino, who produced 
the band’s breakout album 
“Bleed American” in  
and the aforementioned 
“Clarity.” Trombino’s presence 
is de nitely noticed when 
contrasted with the previous 
two Jimmy Eat World albums 
where he was not at the 
helm: ’s “Futures” and 
’s “Chase  is Light.”  e 
arrangements seem more 
 uid on “Invented,” and (as 
Trombino comes from a 
drumming background) a little 
more rhythmic, with a hint of 
electronic elements mixed in.
Acoustic jam “Heart is 
Hard to Find” kicks o  the 
album, and though it isn’t as 
loud a starter as past Jimmy 
Eat World opening tracks, 
the aggressive strumming 
of front man Jim Adkins, 
complemented with a 
pounding down beat of hand 
claps, makes the song heavy in 
tone and meaning as well as 
heavy in sound.
 e next song “My Best 
 eory” is where Jimmy Eat 
World kicks in to overdrive. 
 e initial single for 
“Invented” is where the fans of 
Jimmy Eat World’s past radio 
singles will come in to the fold. 
It doesn’t have a chorus as 
catchy as “ e Middle,” but it 
still gives that melodic punch 
that the band is known for. 
 e heaviness also continues 
on the next song, “Evidence,” 
as well as the teenage 
rebellion anthems: “Co ee 
and Cigarettes,” “Action Needs 
an Audience” and “Higher 
Devotion.”
 ere seems to be plurality 
with this album. Each song 
either falls into the heavy 
over-driven guitar-based 
category or the acoustic/
breathy vocals that make girls 
swoon category.  e good 
news about this duality is that 
Jimmy Eat World does each 
facet well. Both categories are 
their bread and butter, and 
while there are some songs 
that favor one side, you have 
elements of the other woven 
in too. 
CONTACT Nick Sloane at 
sloanent@dukes.jmu.edu.
Rock album made for two kinds of audiences
ALBUM REVIEW
 Each song either 
falls into the heavy 
over-driven guitar-
based category or 
the acoustic/breathy 
vocals that make 
girls swoon category.  
Decade-spanning band Jimmy Eat World features duality with guitar and vocals in seventh release ‘Invented.’
Write 
for
Life
Come to 
meetings at 
5 p.m. on 
Mondays and 
6 p.m. on 
Thursdays 
in Anthony-
Seeger Hall.
Think you’re funny?
Apply to be a humor columnist. 
E-mail breezearts@gmail.com.
Classifi eds
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OWNHOUSE 4 bdrm townhouse 
near JMU downtown w/d incl $900 
mo, Call 540 271-1952 or 438-8800
TO RENT Harrison Street house 
w/3 girls &dog. $300/month w/o 
utilities. (434) 987-3475
LIVE IN A HOME - Two rooms to 
rent; one at $125/week, the other at 
$150/week with connecting bath. 
Both in private community 12 miles 
from campus. Kitchen privileges, 
references needed, coeds only. Call 
(917)-309-4059
RENTAL Private bed/bath in 
Campus View Condos starting Jan 
2011. New in ’08 large living space. 
Pool, exercise room, W/D. $400.00 
a month includes water and internet/
cable. (540) 434-7779
HUNTERS RIDGE - 1428 Bradley. 
Lower level of T. H. $500/mo or 1 
BR $275. 810-6104.
MYERS PUMPKINS Rt 33 2 miles 
east of Harrisonburg. Follow the 
signs. Pumpkins, Gourds, Straw, 
Indian Corn, Honey and more. Pick 
Ur Own or Pre-Picked
540-209-5221
BARTENDING $300/ POTENTIAL
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 
TRAINING AVAILABLE 1-800-
965-6520 EXT212
BABYSITTER Transport teenagers, 
light housekeeping. (540) 810-3632
FRESHMEN BRING YOUR CAR 
Private parking lots CLOSE to JMU 
FreshmenParking.com (540) 466-
4668
MAKE CASH FAST! Become 
on-campus distributor. Sell 
liquid euphoria in 1 oz. bottle. 
Sexual enhancement. http://
passionpowershot.com/distributor.
php
ADOPTION Warm, loving nurse 
wishes to adopt a baby. I promise 
a lifetime of love, happiness 
and security. Contact Susanne 
anytime@1-571-882-3533 www.
babyloveva.com
VEGETARIANS / VEGANS Check 
out the new special VA license plate 
for vegetarians and vegans: www.
veggieplates.org, Order yours today! Save Money!
Bargain 
       Buy
1090 Virginia Ave
Harrisonburg, Va
North End of Harrisonburg on Rt42
540.433.2005
www.bargainbuyonline.net 
Quality new & used furniture
Electronics
Jewelry, Designer Bags
Antiques
Vintage Clothes
Tuesday-Saturday 10am to 6pm
CD’s $2 each & DVD’s $2.50 each
Candles, Cards, Curtains, Wood Signs,Vinyl Borders,
 Table Linens, Framed Prints,Berry Garlands, Picks& Rings
Braided Rugs, Tea Towels, Lamps, Pottery, Primitives,
 Pine Furniture
Yan
kee
Can
dles
FallDecorations
Easy To Find...Hard To Leave
313 Neff Ave
Harrisonburg (540) 433-9627
OPEN
Mon-Sat 10-6
Everything to Decorate Your
“NEW HOME”!
Follow 
us!
@TheBreezeJMU
Yeah, our website 
is DOWN...
but buck UP.
We’re on Facebook.
facebook.com/thebreezejmu
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OCEANIA
Monday, September 27 
Opening Ceremony with Hautawhiti*
@ Commons, 12:00 p.m. – 1 p.m. 
International Faculty Reception
@ Prism Gallery, 4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Ta Moko - The Maori Art of Tattooing
@ Taylor 404, 6:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
 
Tuesday, September 28
Wood Carving Demonstration 
@ Commons, 12:00 – 1:00 p.m.
Oceania Through Our Eyes
@ Taylor 405, 4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, September 29
International Bazaar*
12:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m., @ Commons
Film: Whale Rider; 
7:00 p.m., Burruss G44
Thursday, September 30
Study Abroad Fair
11:00 a.m - 3:00 p.m. @ Grand Ballroom
Australia! (A musical Event)
7:00 p.m. @ Performing Arts Center
 Friday, October 1
Polynesian Luau *
12:00 – 1:00 p.m. @ The Commons
“The World Down Under”
www.jmu.edu/international/iweek
* Rain location: Transitions (Warren Hall)
Display in PRISM Gallery
The winning IWeek Photo Contest photos, plus photos and artifacts from Oceania 
will be on display in the PRISM Gallery.
James Madison University 2010 International Week
2010 FAMILY WEEKEND GUIDE
The Dudzik Legacy
THE FAMILY THAT BLEEDS PURPLE
Fall 2010
IN PHOTOS
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Schedule of events, continued
Hidden gems of JMU
A Duke dynasty
Looking back from ’85
Thoughts from ’76
Don’t lose touch
The semester so far
private bathroom
s
leather-style fur
niture
fitness center
SPACIOUS FLOOR PLANS & ALL INCLUSIVE LIVING
STONEGATEHOUSING.COM
540.442.4496 • 1820 PUTTER COURT
WELCOME
FAMILIESJMU
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Harrisonburg Family Practice
1831 Reservoir St. Harrisonburg,VA
                 Jeff Ashby M.D.
    A. Christian Iudica M.D.
        Kathy Iudica M.D.
    Greg Jesteadt M.D.
     Deborah Nio M.D.
    J. Michael Syptak M.d.
         George Weidig M.D.
540.433.9151
All Physicians Are Virginia Trained
Let us be your family doctor when 
you are away from your family
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Friday, Oct. 1
 
JMU Mineral Museum
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.;
Memorial Hall
(near entrance E); 
Free Admission
Fall Plant and Bulb Sale
Each day 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
The EJC Arboretum Forest
Web – Get Connected
10 a.m.; Free
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
CISAT Academic Presentations
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
n Faculty Research Presentations
ISAT/CS Building, First Floor Lobby,
3:30 p.m. 
n Madison Scholar Presentation
ISAT/CS Building, Room 236
Tools, Trade, Technology – 
American Indian Contributions
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Gallery at Festival located in Room 1010
General Education Student Conference
2 p.m. to 6 p.m
Taylor Hall
Dollars and Sense: Financial Man-
agement and Planning for College
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Miller Hall, Room 2191
Madison Art Collection: Special Ex-
ploration Tour
1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Festival Gallery, lower level
JMU Architectural Tour
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Miller Hall, Room G002
JMU Athletics Stadium Tour 
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. (on the hour)
Front of the Athletic Performance Center
Free
East Campus Library Open House
4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
University Recreation Center
6 p.m. Friday to 6 p.m. Sunday
Colin Mochrie and Brad Sherwood
Whose Line Is It Anyway?
8 p.m 
Wilson Hall Auditorium
$40 adults, $35 JMU students, $20 ages 12 and under 
All Seats Reserved
SOLD OUT
God Wars
By Prism Gallery in the lower level of the Festival 
Conference and Student Center
Field Hockey vs. Hofstra
7 p.m.
Field Hockey Complex
Free Admission
Nore Davis Comedian
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Taylor Down Under; sponsored by UPB
 
JMU Mineral Museum
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.;
Memorial Hall (near entrance E)
Free
Academic Receptions
College of Business
10 a.m.
Zane Showker Hall Lobby
College of Integrated Science and Tech-
nology
10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
ISAT/CS Building, first floor lobby
Department of Military Science
11 a.m. 
ROTC Tailgate in the “P” Lot for families of ROTC 
Cadets
Office of International Programs
9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Taylor Hall, Room 405
Honors Program Breakfast
8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
Shenandoah Hall
Scanning Electron Microscope 
Regional Facility
10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Health and Human Services Building
Room 0004
Forbes Center for the Performing 
Arts Open House
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Forbes Center for the Performing Arts Center
UREC Programs
Morning Canoe on the Shenandoah 
River
8 a.m. to noon
$30 per person
Morning Hike to Hidden Rocks and Red-
dish Knob
8 a.m. to noon
$30 per person
Outdoor Yoga at Switzer Lake
8 a.m. to noon
$30 per person
Open Climbing – UREC Climbing Wall
9 a.m. to noon
$5 per person
Group Fitness and Wellness Program
9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
5K Race, for Susan G. Komen
9 a.m.
Festival Conference and Student Center
Godwin Field Festival
9 a.m. to noon
Godwin Field (inside Godwin Hall in the event of rain)
Godwin Lunch Alfresco
9:30 a.m. to noon
Godwin Field Festival 
Cash only reservations not required
Blue Hen Roast Brunch on the Com-
mons
10 a.m. to 2 p.m
Gibbons Hall 
$9 per person, $5 children ages 6 to 12
JMU students free with meal plan
cOntinued On page 7
Saturday, 
Oct. 2
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JMU Dukes Football vs. Delaware 
Blue Hens
Noon
Bridgeforth Stadium/Zane Showker Field
The John C. Wells Planetarium
10 a.m. and 11 a.m 
Miller Hall
Free
Carrier Library Benefi t Book Sale
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Carrier Library Patio (or lobby in event of rain)
Tools, Trade, Technology – American 
Indian Contributions
9 a.m. to noon
Gallery at Festival located in Room 1010
God Wars
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Prism Gallery at Festival
Contemporary Gospel Singers
4:30 to 6 p.m.
Grafton–Stovall  eatre
Free
Harvest Fest
Seating at 5 p.m.,  6 p.m., and 7 p.m.
Gibbons Hall
$27 adult, $14 children ages 6 to 12
JMU students free with meal plan
Casual attire
All tickets must be ordered in advance.
Pops Concert
8:30 p.m.
JMU Convocation Center (Entrance D)
$11 per person, including JMU students
SATURDAY, 
OCT. 2
Continental Breakfast
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Taylor Down Under, Festival Center; Montpelier 
Room
Free
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum 
Great Deal Brunch
10 a.m. to 3 p.m
Gibbons Hall (Entrances 2, 3, 4
and 5) and East Campus Dining Hall
$8 plus tax per person at the door
Lunch with a View
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Festival Conference and Student
Center Food Court
 a la carte prices
Field Hockey vs. Drexel
1 p.m.
Field Hockey Complex
Free
Women’s Soccer vs. George Mason
1 p.m.
Soccer Complex
$5 Public; $3 children and seniors
Free for children 5 and under and students with 
JACard
Sawhill Gallery
Hours and information: 540-568–6869
131 Grace Street, 2nd  oor
New Image Gallery
Hours and information: 540-568–6335
131 Grace Street, 2nd  oor
artWorks Gallery
Hours and information: 540-568–6869
131 Grace Street, second  oor
JMU Bookstore
Friday: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
 
A Cappella Thon
2 p.m.
Wilson Hall Auditorium
$5 at the door
SUNDAY, 
OCT. 3
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
2nd place
Want professional experience?
Write for The Breeze, second place winner of the
Best All-Around Non-Daily Student Newspaper Mark of Excellence Award
 
from the Society of Professional Journalism
RENTING BEGINS TOMORROW FOR THE 2011-2012 SCHOOL YEAR!
CALL OR GO ONLINE TO CHECK AVAILABILITY!
563 University Blvd. Suite 110 
         Harrisonburg VA
540-801-8989
riental
afe “Each dish is an Asian taste treat.” - e News Leader, Staunton, Va
Welcome, Parents, To Our JMU Community!! 
50% 
OFF
Buy One Dinner, 
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer 
Expires 10/31/2010
SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CUISINE
& Finest Restaurant
“We will customize your meal”
“We cook to your taste”
 Congratulations to the 
JMU Football Team
For Beating Virginia Tech!
GO DUKES!  www.OrientalCafeOnline.com
Harrisonburg’s Newest 
10% Student Discount * 
HEADLIGHT  TO TAILPIPE REPAIRS 
FOR ALL DOMESTIC & IMPORTED VEHICLES
Complete Automotive
Service Center
SHENANDOAH  AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE CENTER, INC.
1930 Erickson Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-434-8191
*Discount on Labor only, cannot be used with other discounts, 
  advertised specials, or State Inspection Fees. (Max Discount up to $50) 
    
www.ShenandoahAuto.com
Mulberry Hills Pumpkin Patch
10   YEAR ANNIVERSARYth
Pick Your Own & Pre-Picked Available 
Many Varieties of Pumpkins & Gourds,
Mums & Straw
Open Sun up to Sun down 7 Days a Week
540-234-9408
DIRECTIONS: From Harrisonburg take Port Road East to Cross Keys Road, Turn 
Right at Stop Light, Patch is 4.2 Miles on the Right
www.mulberryhillsfarm.webs.com
Find Us On FacebookFind Us eb ok
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BY JEFF WADE
The Breeze
Family weekend brings with it many inherent contradictions. 
 e very nature of the weekend means that a family’s time man-
ages to be both rigidly scheduled with the various Family Weekend 
festivities while also o ering a large amount of down time between 
the marquee events.  
 ere is also the need to balance the newly found autonomy of 
college with the expectations of familiarity that comes with visiting 
family.
Even the very idea of the weekend seems to be a paradox; it’s 
pretty evident that the average college weekend is the last part of 
the college experience that students would want to share with their 
parents.
 at being said, there are still things to do outside of the o  -
cial events that can change it from something that just has to be 
endured into something fun for everyone.
Take parents around JMU
What a di erence a couple of weeks makes. Not long ago tour 
guides led the way around campus, but the beginning of classes 
has quickly made new students experts on the campus. Students 
should use their new knowledge to draw attention to areas of JMU 
that are not highlighted during Family Weekend.
Take parents outside of JMU
With parents present, most students are going to trek out to 
Walmart and eat o  campus. But the adventures in Harrisonburg 
shouldn’t stop at grocery shopping and chain restaurants. Cross 
over Interstate  and spend sometime in downtown Harrison-
burg. Bring an appetite too, because before too long your need to 
eat will be met by a myriad of options, ranging from ice cream at 
Kline’s Dairy Bar to burgers at Jack Brown’s, along with everything 
in-between.
Include parents in your routine
When it comes to asking what to do with your parents, the 
answer might be just to do what you do every day. Walk your 
schedule with them; it helps to include them in this aspect of your 
life. If nothing else, it’s a chance to vent about that one di  cult pro-
fessor we all have.
 e same goes for your weekend plans, or at least some of them. 
Take them to an E-Hall brunch, or include them in those lazy Satur-
day afternoons or anything else you normally do on the weekends 
— or at least until the evening time.
Pay for something
While this might not be something to do per se, it is a great idea 
for students. Use some of those extra dining dollars to pick up 
something at Chick- l-A, or use it to grab drinks at Starbucks. Pick 
up the tab for a movie at Grafton-Stovall  eatre (though “How to 
Train Your Dragon” will probably be a better family choice than 
“Sex and the City ”). No matter what, it is a little step that students 
can take to both assert their independence while also showing they 
care.
Family Weekend is what students make of it, so it’s easy to inad-
vertently make it stressful. With a little foresight and planning 
however, Family Weekend can help reconnect students with their 
families. 
Harrisonburg hide-outs
A guide to unscheduled events that families can enjoy this weekend
PAUL JONES / FILE PHOTO
-24 hour Fitness Center
-24 hour Business Center
-Spacious Clubhouse with gaming tables
-Internet/Cable included in rent and access 
 in each bedroom
-Pet Friendly
          www.sunchase.net  540.442.4800
Luxurious Poolri  l
Spacious 4 bed/
4 Bath Apartments
ci   
 t  rt t
Fully Equipped KitchenF lly q ipped itche
• All you can eat lunch & dinner buffet 
• Over 200 items to choose from
• Traditional American, Italian, Chinese & Sushi
• Something for Everybody
• Private dining room available for all occasions
• All you can eat Snow Crab legs (Fri. & Sat. after 4pm)
Convienantly located at Harrisonburg Crossing (across from Wal-mart) • Walking distance from JMU
540.438.8881 ................................................................... www.EnjoyAroma.com 
Welcome Parents!
*Show your JMU student ID, get a 10% discount*
Free soda after games with JMU ID
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By Michael DeMsky
The Breeze
In October of 1980, Mike Dudzik and the rest 
of the JMU football team took the field at Lane 
Stadium to play in-state rival Virginia Tech. 
The result was a predictable 38-6 defeat for the 
Dukes and the college football world carried on 
as it was.
Thirty years later, Dudzik’s son, Drew, brought 
the family name full circle, as JMU defeated the 
No. 13 Hokies in Blacksburg on Sept. 11. A quar-
terback just like his father, Drew led the team 
with 156 total yards and three touchdowns en 
route to the 21-16 triumph. 
It was just the second time a Football Cham-
pionship Subdivision team has beaten a ranked 
Football Bowl Subdivision team and is recog-
nized nationally as the biggest upset of the 
season.
“We lost, but this year he was there and won,” 
Mike said. “It’s awesome to get a win of that 
magnitude. It really is incredible, not just for 
him but for the entire school. It put everybody 
on the map.”
Since the win, life hasn’t been the same for 
the almost 100 players on the Dukes roster. This 
change had applied most pertinently to their 
quarterback. Since returning from Blacksburg, 
Dudzik, the team’s captain and offensive leader 
has been the subject of mass interest through-
out the region. He represented the school on the 
Sports Junkies talk show on Washington DC’s 
106.7 and helped earn the Dukes their first votes 
for the national Associated Press poll.
Given all the hype, it wouldn’t be surprising 
if Dudzik began to emulate the rock star image 
so many high-profile quarterbacks enjoy. But 
that simply is not his style; it is not how he was 
raised. 
Because behind Dudzik is a family of unwav-
ering morals, deeply rooted in James Madison 
University for more than three decades.
Mike was a JMU quarterback from 1979-1981 
as the team transitioned from the Division III 
ranks to Division I-AA. It was at JMU that he met 
Sally Nay, a cheerleader and later his wife. The 
two never expected raising another Duke, and 
it wasn’t until late in Drew’s adolescence that 
the idea first became a possibility.
As a senior at Centreville (Va.) High School, 
Drew was on recruitment radars up and down 
the East Coast. Even with both of his parents 
alumni, he wanted to keep his options open. 
But it only took one suggestion from his father 
to spark his interest in attending JMU.
“We were actually coming up from a visit at 
North Carolina, and I mentioned that we should 
stop by JMU,” the elder Dudzik said. “So we just 
popped in there and showed him the school. 
We happened to, by accident, run into a cou-
ple coaches. We told them we were interested 
and from there I think he just fell in love with 
the school. It had nothing to do with me or his 
mother going there.”
While Mike coached Drew up through his 
freshman year of high school, he commends his 
son for his independence and ability to learn on 
his own. Following the win over Va. Tech, there 
was little fatherly advice he could give his son 
about the added pressure the rest of the season 
will surely hold.
“The one thing about Drew is that I don’t have 
to tell him anything,” Mike said. “He handles 
it himself terrifically, and he doesn’t get a big 
head. He recognizes that this is a great time 
and there have been some great moments, but 
I think he’s put it behind him and moving for-
ward. There’s a bigger goal this season.”
As Drew grew as a player, Sally played the role 
of sports mom, shuffling him back-and-forth 
from baseball, basketball and football events 
year-round. From Drew’s young age, his moth-
er had a feeling as to which sport would be in 
his destiny.
“Mike would put the football in his hand 
and teach him how to throw,” Sally said. “And 
Drew always wanted to play from the first year 
he could play competitively. He always had the 
ability in him, and I think that’s why football 
was his favorite.”
But life hasn’t been so easy for Drew since 
coming to JMU. He has endured a tumultu-
ous career on the field, marred by injuries and 
complicated by battles for playing time. After 
backing up Rodney Landers his first two years, 
Drew figured to be the Dukes’ starter for his final 
two years of eligibility.
Unfortunately, that’s not how reality played 
out. After the emergence of redshirt freshman 
Justin Thorpe, Drew came into the 2009 season 
battling for the starting job as the two split play-
ing time early in the season. But a stellar first 
half in the Richmond game earned Drew the 
No. 1 spot following a halftime decision by head 
coach Mickey Matthews.
Five plays into the second half Drew broke 
his foot, ending his starting campaign as it got 
underway. As he rehabilitated, hoping to regain 
his original form, his family stood solid behind 
him.
“They were huge, behind me all the way,” 
Drew said. “They both talked to me and helped 
me through the process. Their support made it 
much easier to get through that whole ordeal 
and it all worked out in the end.”
Drew was named the team’s starting quarter-
back again last spring and reinforced his place 
during training camp in August. The road back 
from disappointment was not an easy one for a 
21-year old, but his father’s life lessons played 
a vital role in Drew’s resurgence. 
see DuDzik, page 13
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All in the family, on the field 
Quarterback Drew Dudzik credits success in life and on the team to his parents, a former JMU quarterback and cheerleader
TOP Drew Dudzik’s family comes to cheer him on 
at every home football game. His parents met at 
JMU where Sally (center) was a cheerleader and 
Mike Dudzik (right) was a quarterback from 1979 
to 1981; Drew’s sister Katie is in high school. 
RIGHT Mike hugs Drew following the win against 
Va. Tech on Sept. 11. Thirty years ago, Mike’s 
team lost against Va. Tech. 
ryan freelanD / the breeze
“he’s much better than I ever was. 
there’s really no comparison.”
Mike Dudzik
former JMU quarterback
FootBall
robert boag / the breeze
One of the  rst words I think of when some-
one brings up JMU is “bu alo.” It brings a smile 
to my face and brings memories  ooding back 
of my time spent here. I’m not talking about 
B-Dubs, either! 
I’m talking about the fall of , as I drove 
down Interstate  past the green valleys and 
rolling hills toward my freshman year at James 
Madison and seeing the herds of bu alo dot 
the landscape. 
That same landscape is now the home of 
Festival, ISAT, UREC and more. So much has 
changed since then. 
 In the  years since I was a student on 
campus, the physical changes are immedi-
ately noticeable. Many of the buildings across 
I- were just sketches on draft paper.  e only 
reason to go to that side of the highway was to 
hit a steak house turned-bookstore on Family 
Weekend.  e Forbes Center for the Perform-
ing Arts was a row of old homes.  e Howard 
Johnson’s hotel on Port Republic — “Hojo’s” to 
us — became over ow dorm rooms for a lucky 
few. You could get the Grand Slam Breakfast at 
the diner, then walk a couple feet home. Now 
it’s Rockingham Hall. 
Godwin was all we had for athletes and 
students alike. I remember being there after 
track practice one day, stepping into the hot 
tub with two random students and future NFL 
wide receiver Gary Clark, who had just  nished 
football practice. Now, students have a state-of-
the-art recreation center just for them. 
 At the center of campus life was Warren 
Hall, which served as our Student Union, or the 
“Onion” as we called it. It housed the bookstore 
and student activities.
Don’t even get me started on the cam-
pus dining options.  ere are so many more 
options for students today. We had D-Hall, 
and a steakhouse that was part of D-Hall that 
required reservations. You were served a steak 
dinner on white tablecloths and a candle for 
ambiance, a romantic time for sure.  e only 
other options we had were the snack bar in 
Chandler Hall and Dukes Grill on the top  oor 
of Warren Hall. Dukes Grill was the place to be, 
where the -cent jukebox was always playing 
“Magic Carpet Ride.”  
Many changes, of course, are not brick and 
mortar. Only two dorms were co-ed, and the 
legal drinking age was . We also didn’t have 
anything  close to the technology that pervades 
campus today. Internet? Laptops? Cell phones? 
No one had a personal computer and mobile 
phones were large, boxy and for government 
use only. 
 Instead, students communicated via white 
board. If you wanted to meet up with your 
friends at a certain time, you just wrote on their 
white board. It got tough when there were last 
minute changes in plans. Communicating with 
professors was even tougher. We had to go to 
o  ce hours, we couldn’t e-mail assignments or 
ask for help through instant message.
All the physical growth, however, was a 
necessity if not inevitable. When you grow from 
a freshman class of roughly , to more than 
,, and a full population totaling close to 
, students, things need to change. 
Yet when I visit my daughter, now a junior, 
I  nd so much that is still so familiar to me. 
So much that brings me back to that feel-
ing of what I came to think of as my home for 
four years.  e landscaping has always been 
as beautiful as it is today. I still see the hill by 
D-Hall or the commons as a place for students 
to soak up the sun, do homework and relax. 
 ough the hill we used to sit on to catch 
football games for free is no longer an option, 
the vibe in the new shiny stadium is still the 
same as in its predecessor.  e excitement, the 
competition, the purple and gold frenzy and 
the camaraderie is still abound. 
  e Quad still has Frisbees dodging footballs 
in the air, students studying and couples hand-
in-hand by the kissing rock, where I kissed my 
future husband ( e legend must be true!).
 What hasn’t changed is the groups of stu-
dents having a great time joking around and 
having fun in each others’ company.  ey may 
not realize it, but they are building relation-
ships that will last them for  years or more. 
I see pride for JMU so deep, that I know their 
heart will skip a beat when it comes time for 
them to hear their son or daughter tell them 
that they want to apply to JMU, just like mine 
did. 
 e students of today may have new build-
ings, new technology and more choices, but 
they also have the same great cultural oppor-
tunities, the world class teaching staff and 
education, beautiful surroundings, and that 
small town feel that is the James Madison Uni-
versity experience. 
 e one thing they don’t have?  e bu alo.
Wendy Blanchard is a 1985 early childhood 
education graduate. Contact Wendy at 
hvnfaith2003@yahoo.com.
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WENDY BLANCHARD |  guest column
 The Quad still has Frisbees 
dodging footballs in the 
air, students studying and 
couples hand-in-hand by 
the kissing rock, where I 
kissed my future husband 
(the legend must be true!).
JMU: home where the buff alo used to roam
An alumna’s refl ection on the diff erences between her 1985 campus and her daughter’s own JMU experience.
uadtalk
Look for The Breeze on the 
Quad to have your voice heard 
on the topic of the week!
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By torIE FostEr
The Breeze
J.T. Lawrence, a ’76 graduate from Madison College of 
Business, recently returned to Harrisonburg to pay a visit 
to JMU. He currently lives in Las Vegas. He recalls how 
an older man came up to him in 1975 and said, “Enjoy 
college, it’s so much fun.” For the past 35 years, Lawrence 
has been telling students the same thing, and he hopes that 
they will continue to spread that message in the future.
What activities or clubs were you involved 
in during your time at JMU? I was a walk-on for 
the varsity basketball team. It was a great experience. Other 
than that, I just enjoyed life. I remember streaking in front of 
Logan Hall and on Friday nights, I played poker off-campus. 
What was your favorite thing about JMU? The 
upper campus [Bluestone], bar nothing. It’s so spectacular. 
I’m so glad they kept the integrity of Bluestone.
What was your most interesting experience 
at JMU? Meeting everybody. And I used to go to the 
quarry and dive into it from the cliffs. My college friend 
and I used to lift weights and go across 81 and run the hills 
… but there aren’t any hills anymore [where East Campus 
is now built]. There also used to be a swimming area in 
Godwin Hall … they gave you bathing suits according 
to your size. They were color-coordinated, too. 
What has changed about JMU? You used to be able 
to drive anywhere, and there was plenty of parking. Instead 
of the Godwin gym, you now have the Rec Center [UREC]. 
And it was 8,000 students back then; now it’s 16,000. But the 
biggest change is all the buildings on the other side of 81.
What do you think makes JMU a unique 
college? It’s a university with a lot of students. But 
everyone is polite and wonderful. That says a lot about a 
college — it shows that people really enjoy being here. 
What do you think JMU is known for? It’s 
a good academic school. From what I understand, it’s 
always ranked very high academically. From what I know, 
it’s a good student athlete school. If you want help, you’re 
gonna get help. I am wowed by the interest in sports. 
Did you hear about the tech game? 
Of course I did! The Tech game was not a fluke. 
We took advantage of what was given us.
What would you like JMU to be known for? 
It’s a generally wonderful school. There’s not a façade 
about it. It’s got wonderful students and alumni.
What do you think JMU did for you? The 
teachers were wonderful, the classes were smaller 
and engaging. I’m just so happy that it’s called James 
Madison University now — it’s such a powerful name. 
I’m proud to be associated with it. That’s a big smile.
What advice do you have for current JMU 
students? Just be as open and friendly as JMU students 
have been in the past. There are still good people in 
the world. [JMU] has so much more to offer now … I 
wish [Madison College] were more like it is now. 
If you could change anything about JMU, 
what would it be? I wish there weren’t as many 
sidewalks on the Quad. But the view from Wilson [Hall] to 
the [Center for the Performing Arts] makes up for it. That’s 
exquisite work they did. And honestly, even though it’s more 
crowded now, it still has the look of Madison College — just 
pumped up four times. There’s definitely more traffic.
’76 Alum looks back on time at JMU
from front
“My dad is a really hard worker, and I 
think he instilled that in me,” Drew said. 
“He was always trying to make sure I got 
better. He might not 
have to tell me much 
anymore, but back 
then he really pushed 
me to work hard and 
it has paid off.”
Drew’s work ethic 
is far from a recent 
development, but his 
skills have matured 
greatly since he first 
stepped on the scene 
as a redshirt sopho-
more. Following an 
injury to Landers, he led the Dukes like 
an experienced leader in their highly-con-
tested national semifinal loss to Montana.
Drew’s performance on the field has 
led Mike to grant him one of the greatest 
regards a father can give.
“He’s much better than I ever was,” 
Mike said. “There’s really no comparison.”
While the Dudziks divorced during 
Drew’s senior year of high school, their 
commitment to Drew and his sister Katie, 
17, has stayed the same. They continue to 
enjoy a joint pres-
ence at JMU and 
are reveling in 
their son’s suc-
cess as his career 
comes to a close.
“ T h e  t h i n g 
about it  is,  we 
still do everything 
together,” Drew 
said. “All the holi-
days, birthdays, 
dinners, we do all 
of that stuff togeth-
er. I think that really shows that even 
though we’ve been through some things, 
how close of a family we really are.”
As Drew’s senior season continues with 
excitement abound, one thing is for sure: 
The Dudziks will be there at every game, 
together, with the No. 9 on their backs.
DUDzIK |  Family of four remains close after parents divorce
“He was always trying to make 
sure I got better. He might 
not have to tell me much 
anymore, but back then he 
really pushed me to work 
hard and it has paid off.”
Drew Dudzik
JMU quarterback
Coming out of high school, Drew Dudzik was the No. 41 prospect in the state. While schools like the University of 
North Carolina and University of Maryland showed interest, only New Hampshire and JMU offered him a scholarship.
robert boag / tHe breeze
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LEASE TODAY!  C A L L :  1 . 8 8 8 . 4 1 7. 4 3 74  O R  V I S I T :  NORTH38APTS.COM  
Alex likes North 38’s location. She doesn’t deal with traffic on the 
way to class and the private shuttle takes her where she wants to 
go on the weekends. After a late night of hanging out with 
friends, she comes home to the relaxed atmosphere at North 38. 
The free fitness center and tanning? That’s just icing on the cake.
ALEX CHOSE
NORTH 38
A L E X  B R A D F O R D
Senior, Finance & Computer
Information Systems Major
n
• Utilities included in rent
• By the bedroom leases
• Convenient Harrisonburg Transit service
• Designated quiet buildings
• 24-hour access to the clubhouse
• Resort style pool and hot tub
• Private study rooms & Computer lounge
• Furnished apartments w/ leather sofas
• 32” LCD flat panel TV’s
• Cable TV with HBO
• Three tanning beds
• Pet walk (pet friendly!)
• Car care facility
• State of the art fitness center
• Excellent customer service
• Energy Star Certified
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Modes of communication proliferate
By KALEIGH SOMERS
The Breeze 
Parent-student communication used to take 
a week with a postage stamp, or waiting in line 
for a pay phone. Today, there’s a cell phone in 
the pocket or purse of nearly every student, and 
with Facebook increasing in popularity every 
day, parent-student communication is easier 
than ever. 
Emily Hsu, a freshman nursing major, prefers 
calling her parents to get a hold of them rather 
than texting. 
“A long time ago, people used to send letters 
to people and I felt like it was more personal that 
way,” she said.
Facebook and other social networks have 
added an entirely new dimension to the idea of 
keeping in touch with people across the coun-
try, parents included. Not everyone, though, is 
rushing to embrace the technology.
“I suppose it’s easier. It’s not as nice as a letter 
or face-to-face in person, which I prefer, but it’s 
de nitely easier,” said freshman history major 
Alexander McBride. 
Junior English major Emily Bunner thinks 
she talks with her parents less now than before 
coming to college. She believes people take 
communication for granted now more than ever. 
“I think it’s 
e a s i e r  t o 
commu-
nicate 
now 
that 
we have all the technology,” Bunner said, “but I 
think people don’t appreciate it as much as they 
did back when you just had letters.”
Bunner said her mom uses Facebook to con-
nect with her and to reconnect with old friends. 
With Facebook, parents “have a new way of con-
necting with their kids,” Bunner said. 
Junior psychology major Samantha Karnes 
agreed. Her dad uses Facebook, even though 
she said he doesn’t understand the site 
much. She likes that he can use it to 
keep up to date with her life 
just by looking at status 
updates. 
“ In  g e n e ra l ,  I 
guess it’s up to the 
student” wheth-
er they care if 
their parents 
use Facebook 
Karnes 
said. 
“For me, it’s not a big deal.”
Some students, such as Brad Saylor, a local 
sophomore interdisciplinary liberal studies 
major, don’t worry about how to keep in touch 
with parents.
“I see them quite often so it’s not a big deal for 
me,” Saylor said. He talks to his parents just as 
much now as before coming to school. 
Freshman music performance major 
Choongwon Sanchis said he talks with his par-
ents less because he’s focused on his classes and 
workload.
“My life is more part of JMU and I’m more 
involved,” Sanchis said. He said he only calls his 
parents on the weekends.
Senior psychology major Kory Verdonck 
agreed. He said his life is so busy that technol-
ogy makes communication with his mom easier.
“I wouldn’t be able to actually carry on a con-
versation at normal times of the day, whereas 
[with] email, I can respond at three in the morn-
ing and then my mom can get it at work the next 
day,” Verdonck said. His parents also use Face-
book to connect with him and other friends.
At JMU, there’s no set way for students to 
keep connected with their parents, but Face-
book and cell phones have become a norm.
Students and parents see change in way they connect, with some using Facebook and texting to stay in touch
FACEBOOK.
facebook.com/TheBreezeJMU
You’re on Facebook. We’re on Facebook. 
“Like” us to get actual news in your newsfeed.
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY RYAN FREELAND / THE BREEZE
We’d like to welcome all the parents coming for Family Weekend!
Copper Beech Townhomes
410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 438- 0401
harrisonburg@cbeech.com
• We offer 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom townhomes
• We have the largest clubhouse in Harrisonburg
• And a HUGE 24 hour Fitness Center 
• 2 Pools and Jacuzzi 
• Game room with Computer lab, pool table, 
    poker table, fooz ball table and a Wii
• Free tanning
• 2 basketball courts and a Volley ball court
• Go onto our website, www.copperbeechtownhomes.com,     
   to check out our spacious floor plans!  
eels
ike
ome...
F
L
H
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
FOR 2011-2012
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the start of something new
1
2
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1 ROBERT BOAG / ThE BREEzE 2 DAviD cAsTERlinE / ThE BREEzE 3 kRisTin mcGREGOR / ThE BREEzE 4 nATE cARDEn / ThE BREEzE 5 ROBERT BOAG / ThE BREEzE 6 phOTO cOuRTEsy Of zAch sOuliERE 
1 Coach Mickey Matthews celebrates the 21-16 win over Virginia Tech on Sept. 11. 2 Senator Mark Warner visits JMU’s campus on Sept. 8 to encourage students to become politically active. 3 After traveling from 
their hometown of Orange, Calif., mother Susie Swain hugs her son, freshman Bret Swain, goodbye in his dorm at Gifford Hall on Sept. 25. 4 Cartel’s lead singer Will Pugh performs at Wilson Hall on Sept. 24. 5 After 
Springfest, JMU and Harrisonburg police crackdown on alcohol; there have been 100 fewer alcohol-related arrests this September. 6 After the victory at Va. Tech, JMU students celebrate in Harrisonburg.
Quality. Selection. Savings. Every Day.
MartinsFoods.com
Get everything you need… all in one place at MARTIN’S!
Easy $1 DVD rentals.*
Health and beauty care needs
at prices 10–15% lower
than chain drugstores’.*
A complete selection of
STAPLES school and office
supplies right inside the store.
An entire section
dedicated to natural and
organic products.
OPEN
24
HOURS
JACard Flex
accepted at
Fast, reliable and absolutely
free internet access in
the Marketplace Cafe.
Coffee Shoppe…
The perfect pick-me-up
for late night studying!
“Best Grocery Store in the 'burg”
as voted by JMU students
*Redbox, and pharmacy register are unable to accept JACard Flex as a form of payment
Visit us at:
2035 East Market Street • Harrisonburg
or online at MartinsFoods.com
GASOLINE
Greeting cards and gift wrap
at 10% off every day with
your BONUSCARD!
Gas and groceries in
one convenient stop.
Coffee
Shoppe
at the
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